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Dear Parents, Teachers, and Lovers of Children’s Books,

I’m a big fan of Kindergarten.

First coined in 1840 by the visionary Frederic Fröbel, it literally means

“children’s garden.” At his school in Germany—the first ever of its kind—

young children were encouraged to grow plants in the garden as well as to

grow their hearts and minds through creative play. His ideas were so powerful

that they are in use in millions of schools around the world today.

When we chose The Curious Garden for our catalog cover it seemed fitting,

because children’s independent booksellers are all about planting knowledge

and sharing information for a better world, one great book at a time.

With the current emphasis on environmentalism, local food, and a sustainable world these ideas 

are more important than ever, and kids across the country are digging in and making a difference.

From The Edible Schoolyard in Berkeley, CA (www.edibleschoolyard.org) to the Darrow School’s

sustainability curriculum in New Lebanon, NY (www.darrowschool.org) and in millions of places 

in between, kids are leading the way.

And, like Peter Brown’s remarkable hero, it is amazing what one curious and imaginative person can

do to nurture a whole community. Your local indies are doing it by planting

roots in your neighborhood, and you are doing it by supporting this

business. Together we can all make our communities flourish by

thinking globally and acting locally. Thank you for choosing

Local and Independent first!

Best wishes to you and yours for a happy year full of great

reading (and growing),

Kristen McLean

Executive Director, ABC, www.abfc.com

The Association of Booksellers for Children (ABC) 

is a national non-profit trade association dedicated

to supporting the business of independent children’s 

bookselling and quality children’s books. The 

membership includes booksellers, publisher 

members, author and illustrators, and other industry

professionals. For more information about ABC 

programs, visit us on the web atwww.abfc.com.

Prices are subject to change without notice.

Hardcover (HC), paperback (PA), audio (AUD) and

board book (BB) editions are listed when available.

Suggested ages are indicated following book

descriptions. If books are out of stock, ask your local

independent bookstore to order them for you.

The Curious Garden
Peter Brown 

When Liam discovers a 
struggling garden in his drab, gray city he decides to give it
some help. Little does he know that it will take on a life of
its own and spread across the city, transforming everything
in its path. A magical story about how one small person can
help change the world. Ages 4-8. ((997788--00331166001155447799)) �PW
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (HC) $15.99

Flight of the Dodo
Peter Brown  
A universal tale about the desire to fly, persistence, the 
love of adventure, and most important of all....poop! 
Ages 4-8. ((997788--00331166111100338899))
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (HC) $15.99

Chowder
Peter Brown 

A hilarious and heartwarming story about an offbeat
bulldog who learns to make friends by being true to
his quirks. Ages 4-8. (997788--00331166001111880088)) �ALA
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (HC) $15.99

The Fabulous Bouncing Chowder
Peter Brown 

When the First Annual Fabu Pooch Pageant is announced, 
Chowder tries to think of a way to stand out and finds his calling
when he discovers a….trampoline! Ages 4-8. ((997788--00331166001111779922))
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (HC) $15.99

Our catalog

cover comes

from one of

our favorite

picks of 

the year!

Are you a 
BOOKSELLER? 

Go Indie.

ABC supportsIndieBound!
Find out more atwww.indiebound.org

Find out how your store can
receive up to 5,000 of these
annual catalogs for just the
cost of shipping, as well as

many other valuable benefits
by becoming an 

ABC store member. 

Find out more at
www.abfc.com

Check out these other wonderful and
witty titles from Peter Brown

Abbreviations:

PW Publisher’s Weekly
SLJ School Library Journal
ALA American Library Association

� Starred Review b Special Honor Book
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My First ABC
The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art 

“A is for Art” in this stylish
introduction to the alphabet,
courtesy of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Each letter

features a colorful object from a well-known work, and
details about the art and artists are included in the back.
Ages 0-3. ((997788--00331166006688117788))
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
(BB) $8.99

Night-Night, 
Little Pookie
Sandra Boynton 

It’s evening, and mom
patiently eases Pookie toward
bed. Pookie cooperates—
mostly—though with that
particular Pookie flair. And
imagine who gets the last
word. A universal tale that will delight toddlers and
those that love them. Ages 2-4. ((997788--00337755885544009955))
Random House (BB) $5.99

Totty
Paola Opal

Totty is the smallest of all the sea
turtle babies and the last one to
hatch. His brothers and sisters are
already far down the beach,
crawling toward the sea. Will 
Totty ever catch up? A charming
tale that’s just perfect for the
youngest readers. Ages 0-3. ((997788--11889977447766006622))

Simply Read (BB) $7.95

A BOLD LOOK AT BASIC CONCEPTS!

Flaptastic: Colors
Flaptastic: Shapes
DK

With full-page flaps, 
clever die-cuts, and bouncy
typography, these books
beg to be explored! 
Colors looks at the different

meanings that colors can
have from the red of a flower
to the red of a stop sign.
Shapes gets kids thinking
about shapes and the different
places they encounter them,

like heart-shaped cookies and heart-shaped leaves.
Ages 1-5. ((997788--00775566665522227722  //  997788--00775566665522226655))
DK (BB) $6.99

All About Faces
La Zoo  

Is there any part of the body
that fascinates young readers
as much as the face? This
remarkable book, using easy
words and delightful pictures,
explains the face and its many

parts in simple scientific terms and concepts that
young minds can grasp. Ages 2-4. ((997788--11993344773344006633))
Seven Footer Press (HC) $14.95

Mommy 
Calls Me
Monkeypants
J.D. Lester, illustrated
by Hiroe Nakata

“Mommy calls me
Monkeypants...just why 
I do not know....” This buoyant board book looks at the
silly, surprising, and sometimes even endearing terms
that parents have for their babies and toddlers. The
perfect warm and snuggly book for sharing. Ages 2-5.((997788--00337755884455002244)) � Horn
Random House (BB) $7.99

WE LOVE MEM FOX!

Ten Little Fingers
and Ten Little
Toes
Mem Fox, illustrated 
by Helen Oxenbury

“There was one little
baby/who was born far

away./And another who was born/on the very next
day./And both of these babies,/as everyone knows,/
had ten little fingers/and ten little toes.” A bouncy
celebration of babies around the world that’s perfect 
for reading aloud. Ages 0-4. ((997788--00115522006600557722))� SLJ
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $16.00

Hello, Baby!
Mem Fox, illustrated 
by Steve Jenkins

After meeting a bevy of
baby animals—including 
a clever monkey, a hairy
warthog, and a dusty lion
cub—the baby in this 

story discovers the most precious creature of
all...itself, of course! This wonderful exploration of
babies of all kinds is overflowing with wonderful
rhymes. Ages 2-4. ((997788--11441166998855113366))� PW
Beach Lane Books (HC) $16.99

Dinosaur vs. Bedtime
Bob Shea

Roaaaar! Roaar! Nothing can 
stop me! Not talking grownups,
spaghetti, or even bath time. 
But what happens when little
dinosaur faces the biggest
challenge of all...bedtime? 
With spare text and irresistible
roaaars, little dinosaurs will be
begging for this book to be read
again and again. Ages 2-6. ((997788--11442233111133335555))
Hyperion (HC) $15.99

Birds
Kevin Henkes, illustrated 
by Laura Dronzek

A magical meditation on birds
from two award-winning artists.
Full of imaginative ideas—
“If birds made marks with their
tail feathers when they flew,
think what the sky would look

like”—and loose, flowing artwork, the reflective tone
makes this a wonderful bedtime choice. Ages 2-5. ((997788--00006611336633004477))� SLJ, Horn
HarperCollins (HC) $17.99

Llama, Llama
Misses Mama
Anna Dewdney 

It’s Llama Llama’s first
day of preschool! And 
his mama makes sure
he’s ready. They meet 
the teachers, the other
children, and look at all the books and games. But then
it’s time for Mama to leave, and you can guess what
happens next. Ages 2-5. ((997788--00667700006611998833))
Penguin (HC) $16.99

Me and You
Geneviève Côte 

“I wish I were just like
you,” says rabbit. “I 
wish I were just like you,”
says pig. They decide 
to trade places, and use
the supplies at hand. 
But are they happy with 
the change? A warm and
comforting story of friendship. Ages 2-5. ((997788--11555544553344446633))
Kids Can (HC) $16.95

Rattle and Rap
Susan Steggall 

“All aboard! All aboard!
Bustle and fuss, bustle
and fuss. Rumble,
rumble, rumble, 
roll. Rattle and 
rap, clickety clack.”

There’s nothing like a trip by train. Full of rich detail and
just the right words, this trip to the sea is a young train
lover’s delight. Ages 2-5. ((997788--11884455007777003377))� PW
Frances Lincoln
(HC) $15.99

Creature ABC
Andrew Zuckerman 

A book that will
mesmerize the whole
family. From alligator 
to zebra, each featured
animal boasts two
striking studio portraits
against a clean white background, offering a unique 
up-close view of the animal kingdom. A stunning work
of art and a wild ABC. Ages 2+. ((997788--00881111886699778822))
Chronicle (HC) $19.99

Brown Bear,
White Bear
Svetlana Petrovic 

Alice got two birthday
bears—one brown
and one white. 
She loved
them both
the same.

But when the bears start fighting to see
whom she likes best, Alice is forced 
to take drastic action. A gentle and 
beautifully illustrated story about sibling
rivalry. Ages 3-7. ((997788--00880022885533553300))
Eerdmans (HC) $17.00

Go Indie.
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A Book
Mordicai Gerstein

Once upon a time there was
a family who lived in a book.
All but the youngest had
stories they belonged to—

fighting fires, exploring space,
entertaining in the circus—but she didn't have one—
yet. A wonderfully imaginative exploration of books,
stories, and finding yourself. ((997788--11559966443322551122))
� ALA, Horn, SLJ
Roaring Brook (HC) $16.95

A Penguin
Story
Antoinette Portis 

In her Arctic home,
Edna the penguin only
knows the three colors
that surround her: white
ice, black night, and blue sea. Not content, she sets
out on a quest—a quest for color. An inspiring tribute
to dreamers from one of our favorite artists. Ages 4-8.((997788--00006611445566888866))� Horn, SLJ
HarperCollins (HC) $17.99

All the World
Liz Garton Scanlon,
illustrated by Marla
Frazee

This lovely book follows
a circle of family and
friends through the
course of a day to

celebrate the interconnectedness of all things great
and small. “All the world is here. It is there. It is 
everywhere. All the world is right where you are.
Now.” Ages 4-8. ((997788--11441166998855880088))� SLJ
Beach Lane Books (HC) $17.99

Always
Alison McGhee,
illustrated by 
Pascal Lemaitre

There is no end to what
this scruffy little pup will
do to keep the (sand)
castle of his beloved child
safe. From fighting monsters and meteors to holding
back the wind, this plucky pup will do it. A warm
celebration of friendship, loyalty, and love. Ages 4-8.((997788--11441166997744881199))
Paula Wiseman Books (HC) $15.99

Beautiful
Moon
Dawn Jeffers,
illustrated by
Bonnie Leick

A lyrical story about 
a common childhood

wish—that the day never end. In a wink the moon
grants a little girl’s fantasy. From dark to dawn, from
light back to night, she plays until exhausted and
wishes for night to come so she can rest. A great
bedtime read. Ages 3-7. ((997788--11993344996600005599))
Raven Tree Press (HC) $16.95

Brian Wildsmith’s
Amazing Animal
Alphabet Book
Brian Wildsmith 

A brand new alphabet book
from one of our favorite 

illustrators! Everyone from Alligator to Zebra is 
here, drawn in Wildsmith’s signature eye-catching
design. Bright kaleidoscopic animals are constructed
from bold shapes and move across the page with
plenty of energy. Ages 3-6. ((997788--11559955772211004444))
Starbright (HC) $17.95

REMARKABLE PEOPLE!

Bring Me Some
Apples and I’ll Make
You a Pie: A Story 
About Edna Lewis
Robbin Gourley

A scrumptious celebration of
Edna Lewis, the pioneer chef 
who believed in local ingre-
dients, regional cuisine, and the pleasure of fresh
food shared with family long before anyone else.
Includes folk rhymes, sayings, and songs about 
food, and five kid-friendly recipes. Inspiring and highly
recommended. Ages 4-8. ((997788--00661188115588336622))� PW, SLJ
Clarion (HC) $16.00

Coretta Scott
Ntozake Shange, 
illustrated by Kadir Nelson

A remarkable portrait of one of 
the Civil Rights Movement’s most
beloved women, and of the history
and power of the movement itself.
Written in verse, and accompanied

by the paintings of a Caldecott Honor-winning artist,
this is a moving and provocative read-aloud. Ages 4-9.((997788--00006611225533664455))� ALA, PW, SLJ
Harpercollins (HC) $17.99

Darwin: With
Glimpses into his
Private Journal 
and Letters
Alice B. McGinty, 
illustrated by Mary Azarian

A biography of the man who
changed our ideas about nature—
Charles Darwin. Filled with his own words—
designed as handwritten entries—and covering his
entire life including his voyage on the HMS Beagle,
this beautiful book does a wonderful job of intro-
ducing Darwin to a younger audience. Ages 6-10. ((997788--00661188999955331188))� ALA, Horn, SLJ
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $18.00

Genghis Khan
Demi 

The story of a boy named
Temujin who inherited the role
of leader after his father’s
death, and earned it as a man.
The boy who became the 

Great Khan would save his people from the brink of
disaster and lead the largest empire ever created in
one lifetime. Ages 8-12. ((997788--00776611445555447799))� Horn
Marshall Cavendish (HC) $19.99

Bubble Trouble
Margaret Mahy,
illustrated by 
Polly Dunbar

When little Mabel’s bubble
gets away from her, it’s her
baby brother who gets into
trouble. Soon he’s floating out of the house, above
the fence, and all over town! Who knew that so much
trouble could come from one little bubble? Ages 4-8.((997788--00554477007744221144))� Horn, SLJ
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $16.00

Buying,
Training, 
and Caring for
Your Dinosaur
Laura Joy Rennert,
illustrated by 
Marc Brown

Though dogs are delightful, and cats are cute, the
best pet of all is ...a DINOSAUR! But how to pick 
the right one, and what to do once you get it home? 
Full of info and sage advice, this definitive guide to
dino ownership is laugh-out-loud funny. Ages 5-8.((997788--00337755883366779944))
Random House (HC) $16.99

Chicken Dance
Tammi Sauer, 
illustrated by Dan Santat

Marge and Lola are chickens 
on a mission: to win tickets for
the Elvis Poultry Show! But their
competition—the ducks—sneer
that “all a chicken can do is
bawk, flap, and shake.” Can 

our two feisty chicks show those quackers how to
rock ‘n’ roll the barnyard? Ages 4-8. ((997788--11440022775533666644))
Sterling (HC) $14.95

Crow Call
Lois Lowry, illustrated
by Bagram Ibatoulline

A sophisticated and
moving tale about a young
girl and her father who has
returned from war after
being away for a long
time. Through a hunting shirt, cherry pie, tender
conversation, and the crow call, they begin their
reconnection. A hopeful story from a master story-
teller. Ages 9-12. ((997788--00554455003300335599))
Scholastic (HC) $16.99

Day is Done
Peter Yarrow,
illustrated by 
Melissa Sweet

The comforting song 
is now a comforting
book that celebrates 
the loving bond between

parent and child. As animal and human parents tuck
their children into bed, each child wonders: Will I be
safe? Will you be there for me? and every parent
responds: Yes, I am here. Ages 4-8. ((997788--11440022774488006666))
Sterling (HC) $16.95
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Dino-Soccer
Lisa Wheeler,
illustrated by 
Barry Gott

In this follow-up to 
Dino-Hockey, the veggie-

nibbling Grazers and meat-munching
Biters are at it again, this time on the soccer field.
Herbivores and carnivores play a hilarious and
closely fought match in front of a stadium full of
cheering dinosaurs. It’s a showdown of prehistoric
proportions! Ages 4-8. ((997788--00882222559900228866))
Lerner (HC) $16.95

Duck! Rabbit!
Amy Krouse Rosenthal,
illustrated by Tom
Lichtenheld

A clever take on the age-old
optical illusion: is it a duck or
a rabbit? Depends on how you look at it. Along with
the lighthearted debate, there is also a subtle lesson
for kids who don’t know when to let go of an
argument. A fun, interactive read aloud. Ages 2-4.((997788--00881111886688665555))� PW, Horn
Chronicle (HC) $16.99

Fanny & Annabelle
Holly Hobbie 

Fanny is back and she has
written her first picture book!
Since Annabelle, her doll, was
Fanny’s first creation, it’s fitting
she should star. The story ends

up mirroring Fanny’s own life as they both manage to
give the perfect birthday gift to a loved one. Sweet
and funny! Ages 4-6. ((997788--00331166116666888811))
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
(HC) $16.99

How do Dinosaurs
Say I Love You?
Jane Yolen, illustrated 
by Mark Teague

The latest in the reassuring series
that teaches children important
life lessons. In this story the
typical antics of childhood
abound, but in the end, hugs and kisses are always
available. Even when little dinosaurs are naughty, they
are always loved. Ages 4-8. ((997788--00554455114433114411))
Scholastic (HC) $16.99

Jack the Bear
Christina Leist 

In Nosy Fox’s eyes,
Jack the Bear seems 
to be doing nothing 
but just sitting under 
a tree and eating his
honey with Grumpy

Squirrel. But Brainy Owl says that Jack the Bear is
making the world a better place through the simple
act of sharing. A beautiful lesson. Ages 4-8. ((997788--11889944996655997722))
Simply Read (HC) $16.95

Ladybug Girl and
Bumblebee Boy
David Soman & 
Jacky Davis 

Lulu has made a new
friend on the playground,

but Sam likes Diggers, while Lulu thinks Monkeys
is the best game. They just can’t agree. But as Ladybug
Girl and Bumblebee Boy, they save the playground
from hairy monsters and discover that it’s more fun 
to work together. Ages 4-8. ((997788--00880033773333339988))� PW
Penguin (HC) $16.99

Little Blue Truck
Lead the Way
Alice Schertle, illustrated
by Jill McElmurry

Little Blue Truck is visiting
the city. It sure is a speedy,
noisy place for a country truck like Blue. With
everyone pushing to be first, soon there’s a giant
traffic jam! But even a wrangle-tangle is no match for
Little Blue Truck, who comes to the rescue in true
Blue style. Ages 4-8. ((997788--00115522006633889944))
Harcourt (HC) $16.00

Little Oink
Amy Krouse Rosenthal,
illustrated by Jen
Corace

Little Oink is a neat little
fellow. Clean, clean, clean
that’s all he wants to do.
But Mama and Papa won’t

have it! They say in order to be a proper pig he has to
learn to make a proper mess. Readers who hate to
clean up will love this humorous twist on universal
dilemma. Ages 2-5. ((997788--00881111886666555522))
Chronicle (HC) $14.99

Monkey with a
Tool Belt and the
Noisy Problem
Chris Monroe 

Chico has a problem...a
noisy problem. It takes him 
a little while to pinpoint the
source, but now that he has
it figured out he wants to fix it. What’s a monkey to
do? Use his tools, of course. With his tool belt, little
Chico can do anything! Ages 4-8. ((997788--00882222559922447711))
Lerner (HC) $16.95

Most Loved in
All the World: 
A Story of
Freedom
Tonya Hegamin,
illustrated by 
Cozbi A. Cabrera

The lyrical tale of a little girl whose mother is a secret
agent on the Underground Railroad. Before sending
her daughter north to freedom, she sews a quilt to
guide her with its symbols and  to remind her that the
smiling girl in the center of the quilt is “most loved in
all the world.” Ages 4-8. ((997788--00661188441199003366))� PW
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $17.00

My Goldfish
Barroux

A proud owner describes the
very special talents of a pet
goldfish. Readers will laugh
out loud at the imaginative
illustrations and the amazing things this goldfish likes
to do. The story ends with a gentle reminder of the
joy of a life well lived. Offbeat and totally charming.
Ages 3-7. ((997788--00880022885533334499))
Eerdmans (HC) $15.00

Otis
Loren Long 

Otis is a special tractor. He
loves his farmer, he loves to
work, and he loves his friend
little calf. One sad day big
yellow tractor comes and Otis is thrown away. But
when his friend calf gets stuck in the mud there is
only one tractor that can save the day. A new classic!
Ages 4-8. ((997788--00339999225522448888))
Penguin (HC) $17.99

Paulina P. 
(for Petersen)
Lisa Cinar 

Paulina Petersen prefers the
letter P. Who wouldn’t? After
all, lovers of P can partake of
popcorn, ping-pong, polka
dots, parsnips, and painting!

But Paulina’s best pal, Penny Lee, likes other things.
How can that be? A very funny book about
acceptance. Ages 4-8. ((997788--11889977447766009933))
Simply Read (HC) $16.95

Pingo
Brandon Mull, illustrated
by Brandon Dorman

Chad has an imaginary friend
named Pingo. The two fight
ninjas, brew magical potions,
and float in zero gravity. But
when Chad decides he’s too old for their games,
Pingo isn’t ready to leave Chad alone. What happens
when your imaginary friend becomes your imaginary
enemy? Ages 4-8. ((997788--11660066441111009944))� PW, Kirkus
Shadow Mountain (HC) $17.95

Princess Hyacinth: The Surprising
Tale of a Girl Who Floated

Florence Parry
Heide, illustrated 
by Lane Smith

Princess Hyacinth has
a problem: she floats.
So her parents have
pebbles sewn
into her
socks, 

and force her to wear a very heavy crown.
But one day, Hyacinth wants to float
free. With the help of a balloon
man...off she goes. Who can save 
a floating princess? Ages 4-8.((997788--00337755884455001177))
Random House (HC) $17.99
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Robot Zot!
Jon Scieszka, illustrated 
by David Shannon

Robot Zot is determined to
conquer Earth. The only
problem? When he lands (in a
kitchen) he is only 3 inches tall.
Fearless and unstoppable, no

appliance is safe from him. But when he discovers
the princess...a pink cell phone...his mission takes a
new course. Very funny. Ages 4-8. ((997788--11441166996633994433))
Simon & Schuster (HC) $17.99

Scaredy Squirrel
at Night
Melanie Watt 

Our favorite hero is back.
Scaredy never sleeps—
sleep might mean bad
dreams. His plan—stay
awake all night, every night. He tries everything—
counting stars, playing cymbals and making scrap-
books, but in the end he has to tackle his fear. 
Sweet and silly. Ages 3-8. ((997788--11555544553322888899))
Kids Can (HC) $16.95

Skippyjon
Jones: 
Lost in Spice
Judy Schachner 

Buckle up, amigos!
Skippy knows that the
planet Mars is red
because it’s covered in

spicy red pepper. To prove it, he’s off on a wild space
jaunt. Of course with Skippito that means plenty of
wordplay, Spanish phrases, and out-of-this-world
adventure. Ages 4-8. ((997788--00552255447799665599))
Penguin (Book & CD) $16.99

Sleep, Big 
Bear, Sleep
Maureen Wright,
illustrated by 
Will Hillenbrand

It’s time for Big Bear to
hibernate, so Old Man 
Winter says: “Sleep, Big Bear,
sleep.” But Big Bear doesn’t
hear very well. He thinks he’s been told to drive a
jeep, to sweep, and to leap. Can Old Man Winter find
a way to make his point? Ages 4-8. ((997788--00776611445555660088))
Marshall Cavendish (HC) $16.99

Soap, Soap, Soap
Elizabeth Dulemba 

Hugo’s mamá sends him to the
store to buy soap. Of course,
Hugo takes the long way and
gets into loads of muddy
trouble. He has to keep 
remembering what he’s going
to get—soap, soap, soap!

When he finally gets home he finds that mamá plans
to use the soap on him! Ages 4-8. ((997788--11993344996600664466))
Raven Tree Press (HC) $16.95

Stanley’s 
Beauty Contest
Linda Bailey 

Stanley’s people are so
busy primping him for
the dog show that they
forgot his breakfast. At

the park, Stanley and his friends look longingly at the
grand prize: the most scrumptious-smelling dog cookie
ever. Once Stanley gets a whiff he’s determined to
win, no matter what. Ages 4-8. ((997788--11555544553333118833))
Kids Can (HC) $17.95

Tell Me A Dragon
Jackie Morris 

Nothing captures the imagination
like dragons! Here is a whimsical
gallery of dragons in every shape,
size, and temperament from a
beast as big as a village to a tiny
species with whisper-thin wings, 
a sea-dragon that races dolphins on the waves and
more. Enchanting. Ages 4-8. ((997788--11884455007755334477))
Frances Lincoln (HC) $17.95

The Circus Ship
Chris Van Dusen 

A funny rhyming romp
about a circus ship that
runs aground off the coast
of Maine. The poor animals
stagger onto a nearby
island and they soon win
over the wary towns-

people. When the greedy circus owner
returns to claim them, villagers of all species
conspire to outsmart him. Ages 4-8. ((997788--00776633663300990044))
Candlewick Press (HC) $16.99

The Composer 
is Dead
Lemony Snicket, score 
by Nathaniel Stookey,
illustrated by Carson Ellis

An introduction to the
orchestra, Snicket style! 
The composer is dead, but 
who did it? Where exactly were
the violins? Did anyone see the harp? Is the trumpet
protesting a bit too much? A whodunnuit where
everyone has an alibi, and nearly everyone has an
instrument. Includes a CD of Snicket narrating with
the San Francisco Symphony. Ages 5-10. ((997788--00006611223366227733))� PW
HarperCollins (Book & CD) $17.99

The Hair of Zoe
Fleefenbacher
Goes to School
Laurie Halse Anderson,
illustrated by Ard Hoyt

Zoe’s mom and dad think her
hair is wild and beautiful. Her
Kindergarten teacher loved it

too. But Zoe’s about to start first grade, and her new
teacher thinks differently. “School has rules. No wild
hair in my class!” Can Zoe and her teacher figure out
how to work together? Ages 6-10. ((997788--00668899885588009933))
Simon & Schuster (HC) $16.99

The Hiccupotamus
Aaron Zenz 

“There was a hippopotamus /
Who hiccupped quite-a-lotamus
/ And every time he got’emus /
He’d fall upon his bottomus.”
The laugh-out-loud tale of a

Hippo who can’t stop his hiccups, and of all the other
animals that cross his path with disastrous results.
Total slapstick! Ages 4-8. ((997788--00776611445566222233))
Marshall Cavendish (HC) $12.99

The Imaginary
Garden
Andrew Larsen 

Theodora loved her grand-
father’s old garden. His
new apartment’s balcony is
too windy and small for a garden. So Theo and her
Poppa decide to paint a new garden and it takes on a
life of its own. A wonderful tale about the power of
imagination and creativity. Ages 4-8. ((997788--11555544553322779977))
Kids Can (HC) $16.95

The Jungle
Grapevine
Alex Beard 

When Bird mixes up something
Turtle says, he accidentally
starts a rumor about the
watering hole drying up. With
no one hearing anything right,
one misunderstanding leads to
another, and soon the animals

are in a hysterical uproar from one end of the jungle
to the other. Ages 4-8. ((997788--00881100998800001133))
Abrams/Amulet (HC) $16.95

The Lion and
the Mouse
Jerry Pinkney 

A stunning wordless
adaptation of one of
Aesop’s most beloved
fables. After a ferocious
lion spares a cowering
mouse that he’d planned to eat, the mouse later
comes to his rescue, freeing him from a poacher’s
trap. The unlikely pair learn that no act of kindness 
is ever wasted. Ages 4-8. ((997788--00331166001133556677))� PW
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
(HC) $16.99

The Longest
Night
Marion Dane Bauer,
illustrated by 
Ted Lewin

A beautiful celebration 
of the winter solstice. On
the longest night of the
year, the snow lies deep.

Wishing for warmth, all the creatures boast that they
can bring back the day. But the wind knows better.
The wind calls Chickadee, whose simple song wakes
the sun. Ages 4-8. ((997788--00882233442200554444))
Holiday House (HC) $17.95
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The Nine Lives 
of Rotten Ralph
Jack Gantos, illustrated 
by Nicole Rubel

Our favorite disobedient cat 
is back! After a wild night on the town Ralph isn’t
looking good, so Sarah takes him to the vet, who 
says he’s used up eight of his nine lives! Sarah is
determined to keep him safe, but how much can
Ralph take before he has to be rotten? Ages 3-7.((997788--00661188880000446699))� PW, Horn
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $16.00

Tiptoe Guide to
Tracking Fairies
Ammi-Joan Paquette,
illustrated by 
Christa Unzner

Do you know where the fairies are? Let’s go on a hunt!
Learn to spot the tell-tale signs of fairies in residence
in this charming book, and then take your tracking
skills outside to discover the magic in your own
backyard. Wonderful art that blends illustration &
photography. Ages 4-8. ((997788--11993333771188220000))
Tanglewood (HC) $15.95

What Brothers 
Do Best/What 
Sisters Do Best
Laura Numeroff,
illustrated by 
Lynn Munsinger

Who does things better,
brothers or sisters? Readers don’t
have to choose in this back-to-back
flip book. From climbing trees and

sharing snacks to playing sports and making music,
this book celebrates all the wonderful things brothers
and sisters can do—together! Ages 4-8. ((997788--00881111886655445566))
Chronicle (HC) $15.99

When Stella Was
Very, Very Small
Marie-Louise Gay 

When Stella was very, very
small, before she had a
little brother named Sam,
she saw the world in her
own unique way—with wonder, curiosity, and the
sense that everything is possible. An inspiring trip
back in time with one of our favorite (and most 
imaginative) picture book heroines. Ages 2-6. ((997788--00888888999999006611))� SLJ
Groundwood (HC) $16.95

When the World
is Ready for Bed
Gillian Sheilds,
illustrated by 
Anna Currey

“When the world / Is
ready for bed / The sky
grows dark / The sun

glows red.” A sweet, reassuring bedtime story about a
family of bunnies and the nighttime rituals inside the
house and out in the world. Gentle rhymes and lyrical
watercolors make this a perfect snuggle-up favorite.
Ages 3-6. ((997788--11559999990033339922))
Bloomsbury USA (HC) $14.99

You Never Heard 
of Sandy Koufax?!
Jonah Winter and 
Andre Carrilho 

A folksy biography about what
made Sandy Koufax so amazing.
From his start with the Brooklyn
Dodgers, to his trademark
modesty, the discrimination he

experienced as a Jewish player, and his early retirement
because of injury. Perfect for young baseball lovers.
Ages 8-12. ((997788--00337755883377338888))� PW, SLJ
Schwartz & Wade (HC) $17.99

Zoom
Tim Wynne-Jones, 
illustrated by Eric Beddows

Zoom the cat is an
adventurer—from
discovering the sea

at the turn of a giant wheel, to visiting
the North Pole on ping-pong-paddle
snowshoes—and this gift edition of
three stories is an unexpected delight.
With luminous illustration and marvelous
stories, Zoom will steal your heart. Ages
4+. ((997788--00888888999999336688))
Groundwood (HC) $25.00

A Curious 
Collection of Cats
Betsy Franco, illustrated 
by Michael Wertz

Kids will love the way the
words become part of the
visual story in this playful
collection of concrete poems
about cats. From acrobat-flipping to toilet-bowl-sipping,
couch-scratching to dog-catching, words and pictures
blend together to create a funny celebration of all things
feline. Ages 8-12. ((997788--11558822446622448866))� Horn
Tricycle Press (HC) $16.99

Blueberry Girl
Neil Gaiman, illustrated 
by Charles Vess

A beautiful prayer that holds our
hopes for all girls: “Help her to
help herself,/ help her to stand,/
help her to lose and to find./ Teach

her we’re only as big as our dreams./ Show her that
fortune is blind.” A deep and magical blessing by a
Newbery-winning author. Ages 4-8. ((997788--00006600883388008899))
HarperCollins (HC) $17.99

Button Up!
Alice Schertle, illustrated
by Petra Mathers

Kids will love this silly
collection of poems about
various pieces of clothing and
the animals who wear them.
From Joshua’s cozy jammies
to Emily’s frilly undies, and Violet’s beloved hiking hat,
the duds on display are as unique as the critters who
wear them. Ages 4-8. ((997788--00115522005500550044))� Horn, SLJ
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $16.00

Julie Andrews’
Collection of Poems,
Songs, and Lullabies
Julie Andrews & Emma
Walton Hamilton,
illustrated by James
McMullan

A very special collection 
of cherished poems, songs, and lullabies including
favorites from Robert Frost, Emily Dickinson, Jack
Prelutsky, Shel Silverstein, Rodgers & Hammerstein,
and more. Includes a CD of twenty-one of the selections
read aloud by Julie Andrews and her daughter. Ages 
4-12. ((997788--00331166004400449955))
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers 
(HC) $24.99

Red Sings 
from Treetops: 
A Year in Color
Joyce Sidman, illustrated by
Pamela Zagarenski

“In spring, Red sings from tree-
tops: cheer-cheer-cheer, each
note dropping like a cherry into my ear.” 
Full of luscious language and beautiful imagery, this
imaginative celebration of colors and seasons from 
an award-winning team just begs to be read aloud.
Ages 5-8. ((997788--00554477001144994444))� ALA, Horn
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $16.00

Steady Hands:
Poems About Work
Tracie Vaughn Zimmer,
illustrated by Megan Halsey
& Sean Addy

This lovely collection of poems
celebrates workers and the doing of work. From welder
or librarian, to surgeon, retail clerk, camp counselor and
more, this book will inspire wonderful discussions about
“What do you want to do when you grow up?” Ages 9-12.((997788--00661188990033551111))� PW
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $16.00

The Swamps of Sleethe: 
Poems from Beyond the
Solar System
Jack Prelutsky, illustrated 
by Jimmy Pickering

The Poet Laureate is at it again with
this exploration of outer space that is
no place for sissies. There are many
imaginative ways to perish in these (humorously)
cautionary verses about unexplored worlds so far beyond
our solar system. Special bonus: anagrams for puzzle
lovers. Ages 8-12. ((997788--00337755884466774488))� Horn
Random House (HC) $16.99

The Tree that 
Time Built
Edited by Mary Ann
Hoberman & Linda Watson 

A moving anthology of more
than 100 poems celebrating 
the wonders of the natural world

and encouraging environmental
awareness. Includes poems by Dylan Thomas, Carl
Sanburg, Jack Prelutsky and many more. Includes a CD
of many of the poets reading their own work. Ages 7-12.((997788--11440022222255117788))
Sourcebooks (Book & CD) $19.99
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Nikki & Deja:
Birthday Blues
Karen English, illustrated 
by Laura Freeman

Deja’s birthday is coming up, 
and she’s excited. But just before
the big day, Auntie Dee gets
called away and Deja must stay
with an elderly neighbor who
cooks turnips for dinner and doesn’t even have a color
TV! Worse, Deja’s new enemy Antonia threatens to
ruin her plans. Ages 7-10. ((997788--00661188997777887711))
Clarion (HC) $15.00

Flat Stanley’s
Worldwide Adventures: 
Mt. Rushmore Calamity
Jeff Brown 

The whole Lambchop family is off 
to see Mt. Rushmore. But when 
Flat Stanley and his brother team 
up with a scrappy cowgirl named
Calamity Jasper, their vacation turns

into the Wild West. Pretty soon, they find themselves
in a real tight spot—even for a flat boy like Stanley!
Ages 7-10. ((997788--00006611442299990033))� Kirkus
HarperCollins (PA) $4.99

Friend or Fiend? 
with the Pain & 
the Great One
Judy Blume, illustrated 
by James Stevenson

Jake is so embarrassed by a reading
blunder, he vows never to speak in
class again. Abigail can no longer trust one of her
best friends. Their teenage cousins have turned into
fiends. And on the perfect snow day, who jumps on
Jake and washes his face in snow and who rescues
him? Ages 7-10. ((997788--00338855773333008833))
Random House (HC) $12.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $14.95

Gooney Bird is So Absurd
Lois Lowry, illustrated by 
Middy Thomas

Gooney’s teacher Mrs. Pidgeon is
teaching about poetry. Although it’s a
challenge, the class is up to it. But just
when things are going well, the kids
get some terrible news and Gooney 
will need to organize the most

important poem the class has ever written. 
Ages 6-10. ((997788--00554477111199667700))� Horn
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $15.00

Happy New Year,
Mallory!
Laurie B. Friedman,
illustrated by Jennifer Kalis

It’s New Year’s Eve and Mallory
can’t wait to celebrate! Her camp
friends are coming and she and
Mary Ann have planned out every
last detail. But now Mallory is sick and in the hospital.
Is this the beginning of the worst year ever, or is
Mallory in for a big New Year’s surprise? Ages 7-10.((997788--00882222558888883322))
Lerner (HC) $15.95
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Horrid Henry
Francesca Simon 

Horrid Henry and his neighbor
Moody Margaret decide to make
the most sloppy, slimy, sludgy,
sticky, smelly, gooey, gluey,
gummy, greasy, gloppy glop

possible. Is it the best glop in the world or the worst
thing that’s ever happened to them? Plus three other
(really funny) stories. Ages 7-10. ((997788--11440022221177775533))
Sourcebooks (PA) $4.99

Ivy & Bean: 
Doomed to Dance
Anne Barrow, illustrated 
by Sophie Blackall

After begging for ballet lessons,
Ivy and Bean finally get what they
want, sort of. It turns out ballet
lessons do not include karate
chops and roundhouse kicks. Although they promised
they would finish, the girls want to skip the recital
without breaking their word. Ages 6-10. ((997788--00881111886622666600))
Chronicle (HC) $14.99

Just Grace Goes
Green
Charise Mericle Harper 

Grace’s class is going GREEN!
For their project, Grace and Mimi
aim to inspire their friends and
classmates to conserve plastic
bottles. Grace can do a lot of

things, but can she save the planet? Or at least can
she help her best friend Mimi get her favorite stuffed
animal back? Ages 6-10. ((997788--00661188995599557700))� Horn
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $16.00

Sharks!
Anne Schreiber 

Meet the shark—the fish who ruled
the deep before dinosaurs roamed
the Earth! He can smell a single
drop of blood in 25 million drops
of ocean, and he will replace more
than 10,000 teeth in his lifetime.

Packed with awesome photos and plenty of interesting
facts for shark lovers. Ages 6-10. ((997788--11442266330022886622))
National Geographic (PA) $3.99

Trucks
Wil Mara 

Who can resist trucks? They’re
loud, they’re complicated, and 
they have wheels twice as tall 
as your dad. Full of images of
familiar working machines as well
as curiosities like the $3 million
mining truck that’s "like driving a house,” this book is
perfect to jump-start reading for vehicle lovers. Ages
6-10. ((997788--11442266330055226699))
National Geographic (PA) $3.99

Tumtum 
and Nutmeg:
Adventures Beyond
Nutmouse Hall
Emily Bearn, illustrated 
by Nick Price

Tumtum and Nutmeg lead cozy
lives, looking after the humans Arthur and Lucy. But
when evil Aunt Ivy, a squeamish schoolteacher named
Miss Short, and pirating pond rats threaten the safety
of those they hold dear, the courageous pair will stop
at nothing to save the day. A new classic. Ages 6-9.
(978-0316027038) � SLJ
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
(HC) $16.99

We love Toon Books—the first collection to give newly

Benny and Penny 
in the Big No-No!
Geoffrey Hayes 

In this charming whodunit, Benny
and his little sister Penny team up
to investigate the new neighbor’s
yard, and find something
unexpected on the other side of
the fence. ((997788--00997799992233889900))

Little Mouse 
Gets Ready
Jeff Smith 

There is a lot to do
before Little Mouse is
ready to go visit the
barn. Will he master all the intricacies of getting
dressed, from snaps and buttons to Velcro and tail
holes? A new classic! ((997788--11993355117799001166))

Developed with educators, written by great authors, and drawn by renowned cartoonists, these books are
the perfect introduction to the magic of reading! Ages 4-8. Raw Junior (HC) $12.95

MEET WILBUR AND ORVILLE, THE RIOT BROTHERS 

Drooling & Dangerous: The Riot Brothers Return
Stinky & Successful: The Riot Brothers Never Stop
Mary Amato, illustrated by Ethan Long

Full of wacky ideas and even wackier sayings, these brothers know how to have fun. 
Whether they are playing Sock Me a Story, trying to boil macaroni in their mouths, pretending to be 
spies on the trail of dangerous criminals, or pulling off the best April Fool’s joke ever, one thing’s for 
sure: these guys (and their readers) are never bored. Remember: A bad day is like bad breath. It just 
gets worse unless you do something about it. Ages 7-10. ((997788--00882233442222004433  //  997788--00882233442211996611))
Holiday House (PA) $7.95



GRAPHICALLY INSPIRING
PICTURE BOOKS!

Alphabeasties: 
And Other 
Amazing Types
Sharon Werner, 
illustrated by Sarah Forss

An unusual and inventive alphabet
book. From an alligator made of aaa’s
to a zebra made of zzz’s, the alphabeasties in this
book are ingeniously built out of multiple typefaces.
The book talks about the structure of letters as well as
all the things they spell. Great for kids and adults!
Ages 4-8. ((997788--11993344770066778877))
Blue Apple (HC) $19.99

Jeremy Draws 
a Monster
Peter McCarty 

Jeremy draws a monster. But
then the monster wants lunch! As his creation takes
over, Jeremy begins to wonder how he will ever get
rid of him. Jeremy finally draws him a bus ticket out of
town. As the line between the author and Jeremy’s lines
is blurred, so is the line between reality and imagi-
nation. Ages 4-6. ((997788--00880055006699334411))
Henry Holt (HC) $16.99

Lines that Wiggle
Candace Whitman, 
illustrated by Steve Wilson

Follow the glittery line that runs
through this picture book and turns
itself into all kinds of things: the

waves above an octopus, the veins in a leaf, the
wrappings curling around a mummy, and the trapping
threads of a spiderweb. The catchy rhyming text is
brought to life by the imaginative and playful art.
Ages 4-8. ((997788--11993344770066554411))
Blue Apple (HC) $14.99

Holes! & Squiggles! 
La Zoo 

Coloring outside the lines has
never been more fun. In Holes!
young artists color inside the
holes rather than inside the
lines. Every page contains
several die-cut holes, and with
each turn of the page, 
a surprise is revealed. In Squiggles! a simple
squiggle becomes a lion’s mane, a beautiful flower,
cotton candy, and much more. Ages 3-7.((997788--11993344773344112244  //  997788--11993344773344113311))  
Seven Footer Press (PA) $7.95

Binky the Space Cat
Ashley Spires 

Binky is a space cat—at least
in his own mind. He’s really a
house cat who has never left
the "space station." But Binky
has a mission: to blast off into
outer space (outside), explore

unknown places (the backyard), and battle aliens
(bugs). Watch where this lovable and quirky cat’s
imagination takes him. Ages 4-8. ((997788--11555544553344119977))
Kids Can (PA) $7.95

Baby Mouse:
Dragonslayer
Jennifer L. Holm,
illustrated by Matt Holm

In a distant kingdom a
growing darkness falls over
the land. One is called to 
defend, to bring hope, to slay the Mighty Dragon.
Could it be...Babymouse? Find out when she leads
her fellow Mathletes in the quest of a lifetime, an 
epic and death-defying fight to win back her school’s
honor. Ages 7-12. ((997788--00337755885577112266))
Random House (PA) $5.99

The Lunch Lady
and the League 
of Librarians
Jarrett J. Krosoczka 

Lunch Lady can sniff out
something rotten like no one
else—and there’s definitely
something rotten going on in
the library. The usually

friendly staff have become cold and secretive. What
darkness lurks in the hearts of librarians? Lunch Lady
is on the case and the kids are along for a hysterical
ride! Ages 10+. ((997788--00337755884466884477))
Random House (PA) $5.99

Guardians 
of Being
Eckhart Tolle,
illustrated by 
Patrick McDonnell

A charming 
collaboration between 
a beloved spiritual teacher and one of our favorite
illustrators that celebrates a profound love of nature,
of animals, of humans, of all life-forms. It reminds us
of the wonder and joy to be found in the present
moment, and it’s our favorite gift of the year for all
ages! ((997788--11557777331166771188))
New World Library (HC) $18.00

Where’s Waldo: 
The Ultimate 
Travel Collection
Martin Hanford 

Waldo is back, and now he can
wander everywhere his fans
do, thanks to this compact
collection of five classic adventures. As always
Waldo cuts through a maze of people and participates
in numerous activities, each more eye-popping than
the last. Part puzzle, part concentration game, and
tons of fun! Ages 4-8. ((997788--00776633663399551188))
Candlewick Press (PA) $12.99

MEET OUR FAVORITE NEW 
ANTI-HEROINE!

Constance 
and Tiny

Constance and
the Great Escape
Pierre Le Gall,
illustrated by 
Éric Héliot

Meet Constance. She’s not sweet,
not grateful, and not good! And
neither is her cat Tiny (who is not
tiny at all!) Wherever they go, trouble

will surely follow. In Constance and Tiny, the
ungrateful Constance runs away only to get dragged
back home. In The Great Escape, her scheming
parents are sending her off to a terrible, horrible
place: a boarding school! It’s just like prison, but she
has a plan. The hilarity comes from the fact that the
pictures show that Constance is not really telling the
truth. Wickedly funny for kids and adults. Ages 7+.((997788--11440022776666448800  //  997788--11440022776666449977))  
Sterling (HC) $9.95

Frankenstein: 
The Graphic Novel
Mary Shelley, illustrated 
by Classical Comics 

A fantastic and nuanced graphic
adaptation of a classic. The rich
and lustrous artwork, along with
the excellent abridgement will help readers will
understand the story’s serious real-world issues 
like acceptance, tolerance and understanding, as 
well as the universal human need for companionship
and love. Ages 10+. ((997788--11990066333322550011))� SLJ
Classical Comics (PA) $16.95

Far Arden
Kevin Cannon 

Meet Army Shanks—crusty
old sea dog and legendary
brawler of the high Arctic
seas! He’s got one
mission: to find the
mythical island
paradise known

as Far Arden, which lies hidden in the
far North. But there’s more than just
water standing between Shanks and his
goal. A fun and exciting modern-day
pirate tale. Ages 14+. ((997788--11660033009900336600))
Top Shelf (HC) $19.95
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Go Indie.

Luke on the Loose
Harry Bliss 

Join Luke in his breathless quest
around Central Park, across the
Brooklyn Bridge, through fine dining,
and into the sky. On this hysterically
unconventional tour of New York, who
knows where a few birds will lead?((997788--11993355117799000099))� SLJ

Stinky
Eleanor Davis 

Stinky is a monster who loves
pickles and possums—but is
terrified of people! When a new
kid enters his swamp, this
adorable little monster comes up
with all sorts of crazy plans to scare him away.((997788--00997799992233884455)) bTheodor Seuss Geisel Honor

emerging readers comics they can read themselves! 

Did you know? Children often read 1-2 grade levels higher when looking at
comics. The visual information helps them read better.



A Season of Gifts
Richard Peck 

Peck’s hilariously eccentric
Grandma Dowdel makes a
welcome return. It’s 1958, and 
a new family has moved in next
door: a Methodist minister and
his wife and kids. Soon Mrs.

Dowdel will work her particular brand of—Charm?
Persuasion?—on all of them, just in time for the
holidays. Ages 9-12. ((997788--00880033773300882233))�PW, Kirkus
Penguin (HC) $16.99

Al Capone Shines 
My Shoes
Gennifer Choldenko 

It’s 1935. Moose Flanagan lives
on Alcatraz with his family, the
other staff’s families, and a few
hundred criminals, one of whom
has just done him a big favor.
Now he gets a note: “Your turn.”
Can he repay a favor to Capone without getting his
dad fired? Ages 10+. ((997788--00880033773344660099))
Penguin (HC) $17.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $37.00

Alvin Ho: Allergic to
Camping, Hiking, and
Other Natural
Disasters
Lenore Look, illustrated 
by LeUyen Pham

Alvin Ho is back and his worst
fear has come true: he has to 
go camping. What will he do

exposed in the wilderness with bears and
darkness and...pit toilets? Luckily, he’s got his night-
vision goggles, water purifying tablets, and heavy-
duty flashlight. And he’s got his dad, too. Ages 8-12.((997788--00337755885577005588))� Horn
Random House (HC) $15.99

Behind the Attic Wall
Sylvia Cassedy 

A classic to rediscover! Impossible
to handle and thrown out of
every school, sullen Maggie has
no choice but to go live with her
only remaining relatives. But in
the bleak, forbidding house of
her great-aunts, she finds magic
that awakens in her the capacity to love and be loved.
Ages 9-12. ((997788--00338800669988443311))
HarperCollins (PA) $7.99

Bran Hambric: 
The Farfield Curse
Kaleb Nation 

In a bustling metropolis where
magic is outlawed, a six-year-
old Bran Hambric is found
inside a locked bank vault.
The child remembers nothing;
only magic could have done

it. But why? There are those who know the answer,
and they will do anything to get him back, dead or
alive. Ages 8-12. ((997788--11440022221188557766))
Sourcebooks (HC) $17.99

Candleman: 
The Society of
Unrelenting
Vigilance
Glenn Dakin 

Under his guardian’s watchful
eye, Theo lives a sterile life
indoors where daily medical
treatments are the norm. When

he discovers a suspicious package on his birthday,
the secret behind his “illness” is revealed, and it
changes his life forever. Mysterious adventure
abounds! Ages 10+. ((997788--11660066884400115533))
Egmont USA (HC) $15.99

City of Fire
Laurence Yep 

An action-packed adventure
set in an alternate 1941—a
world filled with dragons in
human form, reincarnations 
of legendary warriors, and
goddesses in disguise. 12-year-
old Scirye must avenge the
death of her sister and rescue 
a treasure with the help of some
unlikely companions. Ages 10+. ((997788--00776655331199224411))
Tor (HC) $15.99

Emmaline and the
Bunny
Katherine Hannigan 

Emmaline is lonely—she really
wants a bunny. But in her town,
Neatasapin, animals aren’t allowed.
They are too messy. When Emmaline

follows a wild rabbit into the woods she learns that
she needs to make her world messier, no matter what
the Mayor thinks. A celebration of ingenuity...and
untidiness. Ages 7-12. ((997788--00006611662266554488))� Horn
Greenwillow (HC) $14.99

Everything For a Dog
Ann Martin 

A beautiful follow up to the
acclaimed novel, A Dog’s Life,
which tells the alternating stories
of a stray dog (the brother of the
dog featured in A Dog’s Life), a
boy dealing with unspeakable
loss, and a boy whose most
ardent wish is to own a dog—and everything 
for a dog. Ages 9-11. ((997788--00331122338866551111))� PW
Feiwel (HC) $16.99

Fablehaven: 
Secrets of the
Dragon Sanctuary
Brandon Mull 

The latest addition to the
entertaining Fablehaven
series. Two hidden artifacts
have been found. Three more
remain unrecovered. Kendra

learns the location of the key to a vault housing one
of the artifacts, but in order to retrieve it, the Knights
of the Dawn must enter the deadly Dragon Sanctuary.
Ages 9-12. ((997788--11660066441100442244))
Shadow Mountain (HC) $19.95

IF YOU LIKE THRILLS & CHILLS
CHECK THESE OUT

Closed for the Season
Mary Downing Hahn 

13-year-old Logan moves into his 
new house, and he learns from his
neighbor that the previous owner was
pushed down the stairs. The two boys
set out to solve the crime, and the
trail of clues eventually takes them to

the condemned amusement park where the old lady
worked. A fantastic thriller. Ages 10+. ((997788--00554477008844551100))
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $16.00

43 Old Cemetery
Road: Dying to 
Meet You
Kate Klise, illustrated 
by M. Sarah Klise

When Ignatius B. Grumply moves
in, all he wants is peace and quiet.
But 43 Old Cemetery Road is
already occupied by 11 year-old
Seymour, his cat Shadow, and a very irritable
ghost. It’s hard to say who is more outraged. A very
punny story! Ages 8-12. ((997788--00115522005577227755))� Horn
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $15.00

Nathan Abercrombie,
Accidental Zombie: 
My Rotten Life
David Lubar 

Nathan Abercrombie is having a
really bad day. First Shawna, the
prettiest girl in his class, doesn’t
invite him to her party. Then he gets

picked last in gym. Then he gets turned
into a half-dead zombie. Could it possibly get worse?
You bet. Ages 8-12. ((997788--00776655331166334499))
Tor (PA) $5.99

School of Fear
Gitty Daneshvari 

Madeleine, Theodore, Lulu, and
Garrison must face their phobias
at the exclusive and elusive
School of Fear. But when their
peculiar teacher, Mrs. Wellington
turns out to be more frightening than even their fears,
the foursome realize that this may be the scariest
summer of their lives. Ages 8-12. ((997788--00331166003333226688))
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
(HC) $15.99

Suddenly
Supernatural: 
Scaredy Kat
Elizabeth Cody Kimmel

Kat can see spirits, but what’s 
even worse is the fact that spirits—
especially the exceptionally needy
ones—can see her. So when an
exploration of the abandoned house

next door leads Kat on a search for a missing boy,
Kat’s not sure if she wants to help—or even if she
can. Ages 8-12. ((997788--00331166006666885533))� Horn
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
(HC) $10.99
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WE LOVE SHANNON HALE!

Forest Born
Shannon Hale 

The latest Bayern tale. Rin is
sure that something is wrong
with her. When her brother Razo
comes for a visit, she returns
with him to the palace, hoping
that she can find peace. But war
has come to Bayern, and Rin

must accept her power and work to defeat the threat
to the kingdom. Discover the magic of Shannon Hale!
Ages 12+. ((997788--11559999990011667711))
Bloomsbury USA (HC) $17.99

Books of Bayern
Boxed Set
Shannon Hale 

One of our favorite fantasy series
from a Newbery-Honor winning
author. It all began with the
retelling of a Grimm’s fairy tale,
and now readers can immerse themselves
in the rich world of Bayern with the first three books:
The Goose Girl, Enna Burning, and River Secrets.
Highly recommended! Ages 12+. ((997788--11559999990033994411))
Bloomsbury USA (PA boxed set) $26.97

Heart of a Shepherd
Rosanne Parry 

When Brother’s dad is shipped off
to Iraq, he must help his grand-
parents keep the ranch going.
He’s determined to maintain it
just as his father left it—maybe
doing so will ensure his father’s
safe return. The hardships he

faces will not only change the ranch, but also reveal
his true calling. Ages 7-10. ((997788--00337755884488002255))
Random House (HC) $15.99

NERDS: National
Espionage, Rescue 
and Defense Society
Michael Buckley 

Meet N.E.R.D.S.—a secret 
group of underage spies at Hale
Elementary. With the help of
cutting-edge science, their nerdy
qualities are transformed into incredible abilities!
They battle an array of James Bond–style villains,
each with an evil plan more diabolical than the last.
Ages 8-12. ((997788--00881100994433224477))
Abrams/Amulet (HC) $14.95

Odd and the 
Frost Giants
Neil Gaiman, illustrated 
by Brett Helquist

In a village in ancient Norway 
lives a boy named Odd, and he’s
had some very bad luck. Now 
Odd is forced on a journey to 

save Asgard, city of the gods, from the Frost Giants.
It’s going to take someone special to outwit them.
Someone just like Odd. Ages 8-12. ((997788--00006611667711773399))
HarperCollins (HC) $14.99

Peace, Locomotion
Jacqueline Woodson 

Although Lonnie is finally feeling
at home with his foster family,
he decides it’s his job to be the
“rememberer”—and write down
everything that happens while he
and his sister Lili are growing up

in different families. A striking meditation on loss,
love and peace, told through letters. Ages 9-11. ((997788--00339999224466555555))� PW, Horn, SLJ
Penguin (HC) $15.99

Brilliance Audio (CD) $19.99

Peter and the 
Sword of Mercy
Dave Barry and 
Ridley Pearson

It’s been 23 years since Peter
and the Lost Boys returned from
Rundoon, and Molly is married
and raising three children:
Wendy, Michael, and John.
When a mysterious visitor
appears at their door seeking help to find a secret
cache of startstuff and save the Crown, Peter may 
be their only hope…. Ages 10+. ((997788--11442233112211334433))
Hyperion (HC) $18.99

Brilliance Audio (CD) $29.99

Pippo the Fool
Tracey E. Fern, illustrated 
by Pau Estrada

The Cathedral of Florence is a
marvel of art and engineering, 
but it lacks a dome, so the city
holds a contest. Pippo, a
goldsmith known for his beautiful

but useless oddities, is determined to win and shed
his unwanted nickname. An entertaining account of
one of the most amazing feats in history. Ages 8-12.((997788--11557700991166555577))� ALA, SLJ
Charlesbridge (HC) $15.95

Powerless
Matthew Cody 

Daniel just moved to a new town
where his new friends all have
superpowers.  This secret group
of superkids watches over the
town, but as each superhero turns
13, their abilities and the memory
of them disappear. Not completely powerless, Daniel
must rely on his wits to determine why. Ages 8-12.((997788--00337755885555995555))� PW
Random House (HC) $15.99

Return to Sender
Julia Alvarez 

After Tyler’s father is injured in 
a tractor accident, his family is
forced to hire migrant Mexicans 
to help save their Vermont farm.
Tyler isn’t sure what to make of
these workers, especially Mari, 
the oldest daughter. Can Tyler 

and Mari find a way to be friends despite their 
differences? Ages 10-14. ((997788--00337755885588338833))
Random House (HC) $16.99

Scat
Carl Hiaasen

Mrs. Bunny Starch, the most feared
biology teacher ever, was last seen
during a field trip to Black Vine
Swamp. The headmaster and the

police have accepted the sketchy, unsigned note
saying it’s due to a “family emergency.” But Nick 
and Marta don’t buy it. Something weird is going 
on. Ages 8-12. ((997788--00337755883344886688))� SLJ
Random House (HC) $16.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $40.00

Missing Series #2: Sent
Margaret Peterson Haddix 

Jonah and Chip have just learned that
they’re missing children from history,
kidnapped from their proper time period.
Before they can adjust, a time purist
zaps Chip and another boy back to the
15th century. Trying to stop them, Jonah and his
sister also end up there, where they decidedly don’t
belong. Ages 8-12. ((997788--11441166995544222244))
Simon & Schuster Books for 
Young Readers (HC) $15.99

The Best Bad 
Luck I Ever Had
Kristin Levine 

1917. Dit never expected to be
friends with Emma. Brainy Emma
doesn’t play baseball or fish too
well, but she sure makes him
think, especially about the 
differences between black and

white. When the town barber is accused of a terrible
crime, they come up with a daring plan to save him.
Ages 9-12. ((997788--00339999225500990033))� PW, Horn
Penguin (HC) $16.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $34.00
(Available 1/10)

The Blue Shoe: 
A Tale of Thievery, Villainy,
Sorcery, and Shoes
Roderick Townley, illustrated
by Mary GrandPre

It was only one shoe. It fit no one.
But everyone wanted it. When Hap
Barlo stole the gem off the magic blue 
shoe his master is making for the tall stranger, 
little did the cheerful thief know what adventures
would be set in motion. A classic swash-buckling
fantasy. Ages 10+. ((997788--00337755885566000066))� PW, SLJ
Random House (HC) $16.99

The Brooklyn Nine: 
A Novel in Nine Innings
Alan M. Gratz 

Nine innings—nine generations.
One game—one family.
Baseball is in the Schneider
family blood. A remarkable
collection of stories that

tracks the history of the national pastime,
from the 1800s to the present day,
through the stories of nine generations 
of a family living in Brooklyn. Ages 9-12.((997788--00880033773322224477))� Horn
Penguin (HC) $16.99
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The Day of the Pelican
Katherine Patterson

A moving portrait of a Muslim
Albanian family who must flee
Kosovo to avoid genocide. They
find their courage tested by hunger,
illness, the arduous journey, and
danger on every side as the

family’s exile takes them to Macedonia, and finally to
the United States. A compassionate, powerful novel.
Ages 10+. ((997788--00554477118811888822))
Clarion Books (HC) $16.00

Brilliance Audio (CD) $24.99

The Doom Machine
Mark Teague 

When a spaceship lands in Vern
Hollow, the aliens are after one of
Jack’s no-account inventor-uncle’s
inventions. When seven of Vern
Hollow’s residents are taken on a
wild outer space adventure, Jack
must form an unlikely partnership
to outwit the entertaining aliens.
Great fun. Ages 9-12. ((997788--00554455115511442299))
Scholastic (HC) $17.99

The Evolution 
of Calpurnia Tate
Jacqueline Kelly 

1899. Calpurnia Tate is not 
interested in becoming a “lady”.
She’d much rather figure out why
the yellow grasshoppers in her
Texas backyard are so much
bigger than the green ones. With

the help of her naturalist grandfather, she discovers
exactly what it means to find her own life. Ages 10+.((997788--00880055008888441100))� PW, ALA, SLJ
Henry Holt (HC) $16.99

Brilliance Audio (CD) $24.99

The Georges 
and the Jewels
Jane Smiley 

Abby Lovitt has always been
more at ease with horses than
with people, especially with all
the trouble she’s having at
school. Although her father
warns her not to become attached, her unexpected
connection with a difficult gelding named Ornery
George becomes the key to finding acceptance. Ages
10-12. ((997788--00337755886622227744))� PW
Random House (HC) $16.99

The Magician’s
Elephant
Kate DiCamillo, illustrated
by Yoko Tanaka

When a fortuneteller’s tent
appears, orphan Peter knows the
questions that he needs to ask:
Does his sister still live? And 
if so, how can he find her? 

The fortuneteller’s mysterious answer (an elephant!)
sets off a chain of transformative events. A timeless
and inspiring fable about hope. Ages 8-12. ((997788--00776633664444110099))� SLJ, Kirkus
Candlewick Press (HC) $16.99

MEET THE PINT-SIZED HEROES OF THE
MYSTERIOUS BENEDICT SOCIETY

The Mysterious
Benedict Society
Trenton Lee Stewart 

Dozens of children respond to a
peculiar ad in the newspaper looking
for “gifted children.”  Only four
children—Reynie, Kate, Sticky, and
Constance—succeed. When they are

sent on a secret mission it will take all of their wit,
intelligence, and special abilities to spoil the
nefarious plot. Ages 10+. ((997788--00331166000033995577))
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers (PA) $6.99

The Mysterious
Benedict Society and
the Perilous Journey
Trenton Lee Stewart 

After reuniting for a celebratory
scavenger hunt, Reynie, Kate, Sticky, and Constance
are forced to go on an unexpected search—to find
Mr. Benedict. It seems he stepped right into a trap
orchestrated by his evil twin Mr. Curtain. Can they
find him in time? Ages 10+. ((997788--00331166003366773333))

Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers (PA) $6.99

The Mysterious
Benedict Society and
the Prisoner’s Dilemma
Trenton Lee Stewart 

Reynie, Kate, Sticky and Constance
embark on a third adventure! When an unexplained
blackout engulfs Stonetown, the foursome must unravel
clues relating to a nefarious new plot, while their search
for answers brings them closer to danger than ever
before. A real brain-teaser. Ages 10+. ((997788--00331166004455552200))
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
(HC) $16.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $50.00

The Name of This 
Book is Secret
Pseudonymous Bosch

Two friendless 11-year-olds 
come together to solve the mystery
surrounding a dead magician and the
clues he left behind. With mysterious

case containing vials of liquid, encoded messages,
and two evil-doers hot on their heels, will they
succeed? Packed with old-fashioned adventure. 
Ages 10+. ((997788--00331166111133669944))
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
(PA) $5.99

The Problem 
with the Puddles
Kate Feiffer, illustrated 
by Tricia Tusa

Meet the Puddles, a singularly
unconventional family. When their
daughter was born, they couldn’t agree on a name. Mom
calls her Emily and dad calls her Ferdinanda. They also
couldn’t agree on a dog, so they got two—both named
Sally. It makes things a little complicated, but it also
makes it fun! Ages 8-12. ((997788--11441166994499661199))� PW
Paula Wiseman Books (HC) $16.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $25.00

The Unfinished Angel
Sharon Creech 

In the ancient stone tower of the 
Casa Rosa life for one angel has
been the same for as long as she (or
he?) can remember. Until Zola arrives,
a determined American girl who wears

three skirts all at once. Hold on, because Zola is a girl
with a mission. And our angel has been without
one—till now. Hilarious. Ages 8-12. ((997788--00006611443300995544))
HarperCollins (HC) $15.99

This Side of Magic
Debbie Dadey & Marcia
Thornton Jones 

When Penny and Luke are asked
to guard the border between the
real and the magical world, they
better make up their mind fast.
For the evil Queen of the Boggarts
is determined to invade their world—and only the
Keyholders and their magical “links” can stop her.
Ages 7-10. ((997788--00776655335599882277))
Tor (PA) $3.99

When You Reach Me
Rebecca Stead 

Miranda knows how to navigate 
her NYC neighborhood. She 
knows where it’s safe to go and
whom to avoid, but things are
unravelling. She starts receiving
notes about things that haven’t

happened yet, and she begins to believe that only 
she can prevent a tragic death. Highly recommended.
Ages 8-12. ((997788--00338855773377442255))� ALA, PW, Horn, SLJ
Random House (HC) $15.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $28.00

Where the
Mountain Meets the
Moon
Grace Lin 

In the valley of Fruitless
mountain, a young girl named
Minli lives in a ramshackle hut
with her parents. In the
evenings, her father regales her with old folktales.
Inspired by these stories, Minli sets off on an 
extraordinary journey to find the Old Man on the
Moon to ask him how to change her family’s fortune.
Ages 8-12. ((997788--00331166111144227711))� ALA, SLJ
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
(HC) $16.99

Young Samurai: 
The Way of 
the Warrior
Chris Bradford 

Jack Fletcher is shipwrecked off
the coast of Japan; his beloved
father and crew lie slaughtered 
by ninja pirates. Rescued by a

legendary master swordsman, Jack begins the
grueling training needed to become a samurai. 
Will he be able to face the action-packed challenges
that test him to his very limits? Ages 9-12. ((997788--11442233111188771188))� PW
Hyperion (HC) $16.99
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Big Frog Can’t Fit In
Mo Willems 

Big Frog is big. Quite big. So
big this book can’t hold her. 
But with a lot of help from 
some good friends, Big Frog
will fit in just fine! Filled with
exciting and unique pops

constructed especially for little hands. The first pop-
up from one of our favorite (very funny) authors. 
Ages 2-6. ((997788--11442233111144336699))
Hyperion (Pop-up) $19.99

Dinosaur Park
Steve Weston 

We dare you to enter!
Readers can use nine
press-out dinosaur 
pieces to interact with 
four pop-up prehistoric
environments in this
awesome treat for dino lovers. All the favorites are
here from T. Rex to Triceratops and more, and the
included field guide has answers to questions across
every scene. Ages 3-6. ((997788--00775533446633883333))
Kingfisher (Pop-up) $17.99

Tractor Factory
Elinor Bagenal 

Lower the engine! Fit the
front loader! Test the
backhoe! Take a tour of
the amazing tractor
factory and watch them

build the perfect tractor. Includes bold, colorful illus-
trations and moving parts on every page. Perfect for
kids with a fascination for things that go. Ages 2-5.((997788--11993355002211000011))
Matthew Price (Pop-up) $12.95

Life-Size Zoo
Teruyuki Komiya 

One of our favorites of the year!
21 animals, from pandas and
meerkats to giraffes, rhinos, and
elephants (adult and baby) are
each captured in a remarkable
life-sized photographs that show
texture, detail—even eyelashes.
Each page includes a profile of essential stats and fun
facts. Ages 4-8. ((997788--11993344773344220099))
Seven Footer Press (HC) $17.95

My Little Red
Fire Truck
Stephen Johnson 

An interactive delight
for fire truck lovers!
Inside the bright red

covers are 10 pop-out tools, 4 bolts and 4 wheels, an
erasable slate to keep track of the truck’s comings
and goings, an interactive radio and walkie-talkie, a
revolving red light, and a fire bell that’s a great
surprise. Ages 4-8. ((997788--11441166992255222244))
Paula Wiseman Books (Interactive)
$19.99

Lights on
Broadway
Harriet Ziefert,
illustrated by Elliot
Kreloff

With entries such as
Audition, Box Office, Marquee, and Understudy, kids
will discover theatre from A to Z. With an introduction
by Tony Award winner Brian Stokes Mitchell, quotes
from famous actors, and theater facts and trivia, this
is a great gift for any kid who dreams of stardom.
Ages 4-8. ((997788--11993344770066668888))
Blue Apple (HC) $19.99

Made by Me
Jane Bull 

A fun, bright, and creative book
for kids that’s packed with crafting
projects.  With a focus on knitting,
sewing, and embroidery, this book
features easy-to-follow instruc-
tions and clear, step-by-step photos, making it
accessible to all skill levels. Kids will love showing
off the results! Ages 7+. ((997788--00775566665511663333))
DK (HC) $14.99

The Greatest
Moments in
Sports
Len Berman 

If you had to pick an
amazing sports moment,
what would it be? A mirac-

ulous comeback? An amazing catch? A game-
winning buzzerbeater? Sportscaster Len Berman
reveals his favorites and challenges readers to come
up with their own. Includes a CD featuring many of
the actual broadcasts. Ages 8+. ((997788--11440022222200999999))
Sourcebooks (Book & CD) $16.99

Really, Really Big
Questions About
the Weird, the
Wonderful, and
Everything Else
Stephen Law 

Have you ever looked at your
dog and wondered what it is
really thinking? Or asked yourself if your entire life
has been a dream? Prepare to exercise your mind as
you investigate these big ideas and more. Cool illus-
trations, brainteasers, and quirky quotations add to
the philosophical fun. Ages 9-12. ((997788--00775533446633009933))
Kingfisher (HC) $16.99

Lost Worlds
John Howe,
foreword by 
Sir Ian McKellen 

A remarkable book about
lost worlds, real and
imagined from John

Howe, concept artist for The Lord of the Rings film
trilogy. Babylon, Atlantis, Pompeii, Camelot , Hollow
Earth—real-world places are shown alongside
fantastical settings. Perfect for fantasy lovers of all
ages. Ages 10+. ((997788--00775533446611007755))
Kingfisher (HC) $22.99

Everything I Know
I Learned from a
Children’s Book
Anita Silvey 

“What children’s book
changed the way you see 
the world?” Capturing the
answers to that question from more than one hundred
of our most respected and admired leaders in society,
this is an inspiring reminder of the power of a great
children’s book, and a wonderful guide for families.
Ages 12+. ((997788--11559966443333995533))
Roaring Brook (HC) $29.99

National Geographic
Kids Almanac 2010
The Editors of 
National Geographic 

Dare to explore! Modern day
adventurers, close calls and
narrow escapes, amazing animals,
cultural connections, food,

currency, maps, travel, famous landmarks, literature
and lots more from around the world—this awesome
reference is full of fabulous factoids for globe-loving
kids. Ages 10+. ((997788--11442266330055001166))
National Geographic (PA) $12.99

Open Me Up
DK 

An irreverent and gruesomely
informative book about the
goings on of our innards. Learn
about the discovery of penicillin
from a graphic novel, see how
the heart works via its social
networking page, and watch white blood cells zap
invaders on a video-game spread, and much, much
more. Hilarious! Ages 10+. ((997788--00775566665555332277))
DK (HC) $24.99

Show Off
Sarah Stephens, illustrated 
by Bethany Mann

Draw some manga. Customize
your sneakers. Ease an egg into a
bottle. Slip fortunes into a batch
of cookies and fold them like a pro. Take funny fake
photos. Breed butterflies. From running a ninja
obstacle course to reading minds here is the source
for learning how to do absolutely everything (that’s
cool). Ages 10+. ((997788--00776633664455999911))
Candlewick Press (PA) $18.99

109 Forgotten
American Heros
McSweeneys 

Who was Thomas Jefferson—
founding father, or the man
who introduced
macaroni to
Americans? Was

George Washington really our first
president? And who was Cher Ami?
Meet 109 heroes who changed our
country forever—even if you’ve never
heard of them. Great for the whole
family. Ages 12+. ((997788--00775566665544005544))
DK (HC) $19.99
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LOVE YOUR PLANET!

Love Your World
DK 

Children love nature and they
also love taking care of it. Show
the very youngest readers what
they can do to help the
environment. From recycling to
water conservation to making a compost pile in the
backyard, this richly illustrated guide makes it easy
for kids to go green! Ages 4-8. ((997788--00775566664455990088))
DK (HC) $8.99

One Million Things:
Planet Earth
John Woodward

A feast of imagery and 
information about all things
planet Earth: from its place 
in the solar system and what
it’s made of, to what grows 
in it and on it and what hovers

above it. From magnificent meteorites to cool caves,
crystals, and coral reefs, this book has it all! Ages 8+.((997788--00775566665522335577))
DK (HC) $18.99

If America Were a
Village
David J. Smith, illustrated
by Shelagh Armstrong

306 million people (the number
of people is the US) is a hard
number to grasp for kids, but
what if it were a village of 100? This book’s metaphor
and simple statistical analysis helps kids understand
the US’s ethnic origins, religions, family profiles,
occupations, wealth, belongings and more. Highly
recommended. Ages 8-12. ((997788--11555544553333444422))
Kids Can (HC) $18.95

Rocks & Minerals
Simon Basher 

A personality-filled look at 
the ground beneath our feet,
presented is a series of funny
manga-inspired portraits.
Meet gems, crystals, fossils,

meteorites, and more, each with its own cheeky
profile, key attributes, and interesting facts. Kids 
will never look at a rock or mineral the same way
again! Ages 12+. ((997788--00775533446633114477))
Kingfisher (PA) $8.99

The Omnivore’s
Dilemma for Kids:
The Secrets Behind
What You Eat
Michael Pollan

From fast food and big 
organic to small farms and
old-fashioned hunting and
gathering, this young readers’
adaptation of Pollan’s famous
food-chain exploration encourages kids to consider
the personal and global health implications of their
food choices. Ages 10+. ((997788--00880033773355000022))
Penguin (PA) $9.99

A REMARKABLE HERO AND A
REMARKABLE STORY

Listen to the Wind: 
The Story of Dr. Greg and
the Three Cups of Tea
Greg Mortenson, illustrated
by Susan L. Roth

When Greg Mortenson
stumbled, lost and delirious, into a remote Himalayan
village after a failed climb up K2, the villagers saved
his life and he vowed to return and build them a
school. The remarkable story of his promise kept is
now an inspiring and beautiful picture book. Ages 4-8.((997788--00880033773300558888))� ALA, SLJ
Penguin (HC) $16.99

3 Cups of Tea: 
One Man’s Journey to Change
the World...One Child at a Time
Greg Mortenson 

The young reader’s edition of
Mortenson’s worldwide bestseller
Three Cups of Tea. Includes new
photos and illustrations, as well as a

special interview by Greg’s twelve-year-old daughter,
Amira, who has traveled with her father as an
advocate for the Pennies for Peace program for
children. Ages 8-12. ((997788--00114422441144112255))
Penguin (PA) $8.99

That’s Like Me!
Jill Lauren, foreword 
by Jerry Pinkney 

What do a trapeze artist, an
Arctic explorer, and a soccer
player have in common? They
are three of the fifteen inspiring
kids in this book about people with learning differences.
Each tells their story about facing the challenge of
school and pursuing their dreams. A celebration of
individuality! Ages 5-8. ((997788--11559955772222008899))
Starbright (PA) $7.95

2009 IS THE 40TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
FIRST WALK ON THE MOON

Moonshot: 
The Flight of Apollo 11
Brian Floca

A visually stunning picture book of the
flight of Apollo 11. With poetic,
uncluttered text, and beautiful illus-

tration, here are the astronauts, the rocket, the liftoff,
the great machines, the silence of the moon, and the
“good and lonely Earth, glowing in the sky.” Remarkable.
Ages 4-7. ((997788--11441166995500446622))� ALA, Horn, SLJ
Atheneum (HC) $17.99

Mission Control, 
This is Apollo: 
The Story of the First
Voyages to the Moon
Andrew Chaikin, 
illustrated by Alan Bean

A history of the entire Apollo space program based on
interviews with 28 astronauts, and illustrated with
beautiful paintings by astronaut Alan Bean who walked
on the moon. Full of detail that brings home the deeply
human story behind one of mankind’s most amazing
achievements. Ages 8-12. ((997788--00667700001111556688))� ALA, SLJ
Penguin (HC) $23.99

S is for Story: A
Writer’s Alphabet
Esther Hershenhorn,
illustrated by Zachary
Pullen

Everything from Character and Draft, to
Narrative and Revision are covered in this alphabet 
for inspiring writers. Each concept is introduced with
a simple rhyme, and then explained in more detail.
With quotes from famous authors and charming art,
this is a great introduction to writing for young
authors. Ages 4-8. ((997788--11558855336644339988))
Sleeping Bear Press (HC) $17.95

The Day-Glo Brothers: 
The True Story of Bob and
Joe Switzer’s Bright Ideas
and Brand-New Colors
Chris Barton, illustrated 
by Tony Persiani

Before 1935, fluorescent 
colors did not exist. The

remarkable story of the invention of Day-Glo paint 
by brothers Joe and Bob Switzer. When an accident
left Bob recovering in a darkened basement, the
brothers began experimenting with ultraviolet light
and fluorescent paints. Fascinating! Ages 8-12. ((997788--11557700991166773311))� PW, SLJ
Charlesbridge (HC) $18.95

HISTORY IS SUPER COOL!

The Kingfisher
History Encyclopedia
The Editors of Kingfisher 

With 3,500 indexed references
and 2,000 full-color illustrations,
this book is a history lover’s
dream. Organized chronologically
and them thematically, it covers everything from early
humans to contemporary life. A timeline at the top of
each page and special subject features make it great
for browsing. Ages 9-12. ((997788--00775533445577884499))
Kingfisher (HC) $23.95

Pharaoh’s Boat
David Weitzman 

When the most skilled
shipwrights of Egypt built an
enormous vessel to transport

Cheops across the winding waterway and into a 
new world, little did they know where the journey 
of Pharaoh’s boat would ultimately lead. The story 
of how one of the greatest boats of ancient Egypt
came to be built—and built again. Ages 8-12.((997788--00554477005533441177))� Horn, SLJ
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $18.00

Versus: Warriors
Kingfisher, illustrated by
Steve Stone

From Viking-vs-Aztec
Warrior, and Samurai-vs-
Gladiator, to Medieval
Knight-vs-Zulu and more,
ten of the greatest warriors of
history meet for the first time. Data files compare and
contrast weaponry, armor, tactics and codes of honor.
Who will be crowned the ultimate warrior? Great for
video game fans! Ages 10+. ((997788--00775533441199116688))
Kingfisher (HC) $19.99
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3 Willows: 
The Sisterhood Grows
Ann Brashares 
A brand new sisterhood! Ama, Jo,
and Polly met in third grade. Now
it’s the summer before high
school, and they are learning that
falling out of friendship is an
unfortunate part of growing up. Though each
struggles with separate issues, they ultimately realize
the roots of their friendship are deep. Ages 12+.((997788--00338855773366776633))� PW, Horn
Random House (HC) $18.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $37.00

A Brief History 
of Montmaray
Michelle Cooper 
1936. Sophie lives in a crumbling
castle in the tiny island kingdom
of Montmaray. Everyday she
chronicles life on the island in her
journal. News from the mainland

talks of war but those events seem very far
away—until two German officers land a boat on
Montmaray. Suddenly it is very personal. Ages 14+.((997788--00337755885588664422))� ALA
Random House (HC) $16.99

A Pack of Lies
Geraldine McCaughrean 
Ailsa doesn't trust MCC, the
young man helping out in her
mother's antique shop. He tells
wonderful stories that dazzle the
customers, but is everything he
says a pack of lies? What is his
story? Where is he from? The
truth is the biggest surprise of
all. Mysterious and surprising. Ages 14+. ((997788--00776611445555779900))
Marshall Cavendish (PA) $7.99

Along for the Ride
Sarah Dessen 
The perfect daughter to her
demanding mother, Auden
gave up on prom, boyfriends,
and friendships. Now she has
the chance to spend a carefree
summer at the beach where
she meets Eli. Together they
embark on parallel quests to
find what they both have lost.

Ages 14+. ((997788--00667700001111994400))� Horn, SLJ
Penguin (HC) $19.99

Beautiful
Creatures
Kami Garcia and
Margaret Stohl 
Lena is struggling to 
conceal her power and a
curse that has haunted her
family for generations. Ethan
is haunted by dreams of a
beautiful girl he has never
met. When Lena moves into

the town's oldest plantation, Ethan is determined to
uncover the connection between them. Ages 14+.((997788--00331166004422667733))
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
(HC) $17.99

Bloodhound
Tamora Pierce 
The follow-up to the
medieval fantasy police
procedural Terrier. Sixteen-
year-old rookie policewoman
Beka and her temporary
partner, Clary, are sent to Port
Caynn to investigate the
source of counterfeit coins
that have begun to appear in
the markets and taverns. Fast-paced. Ages 12+.((997788--00337755881144669933))� Horn
Random House (HC) $18.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $63.00

Blue Bloods: 
The Van Alen Legacy
Melissa De La Cruz 
Once left to live the glamorous
life in New York City, the Blue
Bloods are now in an epic battle
for survival against the Silver
Bloods. Not to worry, love is still
in the air for the teen vampires of
the Upper East Side. Or is it?

Young, fanged, and fabulous—perfect for fans of
Stephenie Meyer. Ages 14+. ((997788--11442233110022226677))
Disney (HC) $16.99

Catching Fire
Suzanne Collins 
The follow-up to the smash
hit Hunger Games. Against
all odds, Katniss Everdeen has
won the annual Hunger
Games with her partner Peeta.
But it was a victory won in
defiance of the Capitol and
their harsh rules. The Capitol
is angry. The Capitol wants
revenge. Ages 12+. ((997788--00443399002233449988))� PW
Scholastic (HC) $17.99

Coffeehouse Angel
Suzanne Selfors 
When Katrina spots a homeless
guy sleeping in the alley behind
her grandmother’s coffee shop,
she decides to leave him some
food to tide him over. Little does
she know that this adorable
vagrant is really a guardian
angel, and her random act of

kindness will turn her life upside down. Ages 14+.((997788--00880022779988112211))
Walker & Co. (HC) $16.99

Days of 
Little Texas
R. A. Nelson 
At 10, Ronald Earl became
the electrifying “boy
wonder” preacher known as
Little Texas. At 16, the
faithful still come, but
Ronald Earl is beginning to
have doubts. A girl that he
supposedly healed keeps showing up on the edge of
his meetings. Is she devoted, or is she a ghost?
Provocative. Ages 14+. ((997788--00337755885555993311)) � PW
Random House (HC) $16.99

Brilliance Audio (CD) $29.99

Devil's Kiss
Sarwat Chadda 
As the only female member of
the Knights Templar, Billi knows
she isn’t normal. Instead of
hanging out at the mall she
spends her time training to fight.
Although romantic possibilities
surface, Billi puts them aside to
face an enemy that’s trying steal
one of the Templar’s most powerful treasures. Ages
14+. ((997788--11442233111199999999))
Disney (HC) $17.99

Dreaming Anastasia
Joy Preble 
As her family dies around her,
Anastasia Romanov thought she
would be next. But she wasn’t.
In modern-day Chicago, Anne
doesn't know much about
Russian history. She is more
concerned about getting into a

good college—until the dreams start. She is
someone else. And only she can save Anastasia.
Ages 14+. ((997788--11440022221188117700))
Sourcebooks (PA) $9.99

earthgirl
Jennifer Cowan 
When 16 year-old Sabine 
is blindsided by a careless
driver’s castoff McDonald’s
leftovers, she throws the
garbage back causing a clash
that’s captured on camera and
posted to YouTube. Her sudden

eco-celebrity inspires her to make some changes. 
A funny, modern story about trying to do the right
thing. Ages 12+. ((997788--00888888999988889977))� SLJ
Groundwood (HC) $17.95

Eli the Good
Silias House 
1976. A relaxed summer, but
for Eli Book it’s the one that
threatened to tear his family
apart. His house is full of
turmoil in the aftermath of the
Vietnam War. As tempers flare,
Eli cannot escape the current of
conflict. He must learn how love and forgiveness 
can overcome anger. Deeply evocative. Ages 14+.((997788--00776633664433441166))
Candlewick Press (HC) $16.99

Emma-Jean 
Lazarus Fell in Love
Lauren Tarshis 
Analytical Emma-Jean is
suddenly experiencing the
fluttering ups and downs of
adolescence. Her logical
mind doesn’t always
work with affairs of

the heart. Should she invite crush-worthy
Will to the dance? Can she help Colleen
discover her anonymous admirer?
Deadpan, hilarious, and endearing.
Ages 12+. ((997788--00880033773333221133))� PW
Penguin (HC) $16.99

Listening Library Audio 
(CD) $25.00
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Flygirl
Sherri L. Smith

Ida Mae dreams of flight. Her daddy
was a pilot and being black didn’t
stop him, but she is a woman and
black—two strikes against her. She
has an opportunity to join the newly
formed WASP and help the war

effort, but to do it she’ll have to deny her most basic
truths. Ages 14+. ((997788--00339999224477009955))� ALA, Horn
Penguin (HC) $16.99

Food, Girls, and Other
Things I Can’t Have
Allen Zadoff

Life used to be so simple: hang with
the Model UN guys, avoid gym class,
and eat, eat, eat. Andrew’s used to not
fitting in, literally. But he just met
April, the love of his life. Is it possible to reinvent
yourself in the middle of high school? Andrew is
about to find out. Ages 12+. ((997788--11660066884400004477))
Egmont USA (HC) $16.99

Front and Center
Catherine Murdock

D.J the Dairy Queen is back! After family
trouble and noteriety about playing boy’s
football, D.J. just wants life to be normal. But
it turns out other folks have big plans for D.J.
Nope, D.J.’s (love) life isn’t settling down
one little bit. Ages 12+. ((997788--00661188995599882222))

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $16.00

Going Bovine
Libba Bray

All Cameron wants is to get through
high school—with a minimum of
effort. But then he’s given some bad
news: he’s sick and he’s going to
die. When a punk angel arrives and
tells him there is a cure, he sets off
on the mother of all road trips. Surreal and funny.
Ages 14+. ((997788--00338855773333997777))� ALA, PW
Random House (HC) $17.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $50.00

ENTER THE WORLD OF 
KRISTIN CASHORE

Graceling  Kristin Cashore
Niece to the king, Lady Katsa 
is royalty, but treated little better
than a paid assassin. When a
mysterious Prince comes into 
her life, he sets into motion an
explosive chain of events that
uncover the truth about Katsa’s
killing grace, and a catastrophic

secret. Ages 12+. ((997788--00554477225588330000))
� PW, SLJ, Kirkus, ALA

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (PA) $9.99

Fire  Kristin Cashore
Beyond the mountains to the east, there is a land
where beautiful monsters have powers over the lives
of men. 17 year-old Fire is the last remaining 
human-shaped monster in the Dells, and in a land on
the verge of civil war she must defeat an unspeakable
evil. A companion to Graceling. Ages 14+.((997788--00880033773344661166))� PW, Horn, Kirkus, SLJ
Penguin (HC) $17.99

Hunger
Michael Grant

Three months ago everyone
under the age of 15 became
trapped in the bubble and 
all the adults disappeared.
Gone. Food ran out weeks ago.
Everyone is starving. And each
day, more kids are developing

supernatural abilities that gravitate to the Darkness. 
A face-off is coming. Heart-stopping. Ages 14+.((997788--00006611444499006622))
HarperCollins (HC) $17.99

Hush, Hush
Becca Fitzpatrick

For Nora, romance was not 
part of the plan. Not until Patch
came along. With his easy smile,
Nora is drawn to him against 
her better judgment. But after a
series of terrifying encounters,
Nora’s not sure who to trust. And
when it comes to choosing sides, the wrong choice
will cost her life. Ages 14+. ((997788--11441166998899441177))
Simon & Schuster (HC) $17.99

If I Love You, Am I
Trapped Forever?
M.E. Kerr

When Stein, the new boy at
school, invents a school paper
called REMOTE, his creativity
takes him from Doomed Loser
to Most Wanted practically
overnight, and catches the
attention of the girl who’s dating

the school’s star jock, star writer, star everything! 
A classic. Ages 14+. ((997788--00776611445555445555))� Horn
Marshall Cavendish (HC) $16.99

If I Stay
Gayle Forman

Mia has no memory of the
accident; she can only recall
riding along the snow-wet 
road with her family. Then, 
in a blink, she finds herself
watching as her own damaged
body is taken from the wreck.
Now her spirit must make the
ultimate choice. Haunting and provocative. 
Ages 12+. ((997788--00552255442211003300))� ALA, PW, SLJ
Penguin (HC) $16.99

Indigo Notebook
Laura Resau

Every year Zeeta’s flaky mom
picks another country. This
summer they’re in Ecuador,
and Zeeta wants her mother
to settle down. But events
take a far-from-ordinary 
turn after she meets a boy
searching for his birth

parents, and she agrees to help him. 
Ages 14+. ((997788--00338855773366552277))
Random House (HC) $16.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $37.00

Jessica’s Guide 
to Dating on 
the Dark Side
Beth Fantaskey

Marrying a vampire doesn’t 
fit into Jessica’s “get-a-life”
plan. But then a bizarre (and
incredibly hot) exchange
student named Lucius Vladescu

shows up, claiming that Jessica is a Romanian
vampire princess by birth—and he’s her long-lost
fiancé. A cheeky standout in the Vampire genre. 
Ages 14+. ((997788--00115522006633884499))� PW
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $17.00

Journey of Dreams
Marge Pellegrino

A modern Underground
Railroad story, set in a
Guatemalan village during the
army’s “scorched earth”
campaign of the 1980s. When
their house is razed to the
ground and neighbors
massacred, Tomasa’s family
sets off on a perilous journey only to discover that
where one journey ends, another begins. Ages 12+.((997788--11884477880000661199))� Kirkus
Frances Lincoln (HC) $15.95

King of the Screwups
K. L. Going

Liam is Mr. Popularity. He has 
it all at school, but he’s also 
got an uncanny ability to screw
up in the very ways that tick 
his father off the most. When
Liam is finally kicked out of 
the house, his gay, glam rocker

uncle takes him in and teaches him to appreciate 
who he is, no matter what his dad thinks. Ages 12+.((997788--00115522006622558833))� PW, SLJ
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $17.00

Lady Macbeth’s
Daughter
Lisa Klein

Albia has no knowledge of her
father, the powerful Macbeth.
Instead she knows the dark lure
of the Wychelm Wood where
she’s been raised by three
strange sisters. It’s only when
the ambitious Macbeth seeks them out to foretell 
his fate that Albia’s path is truly revealed. Ages 14+.((997788--11559999990033447777))
Bloomsbury USA (HC) $16.99

Leviathan
Scott Westerfield

It is the cusp of a parallel WWI, and
Aleksandar Ferdinand, prince of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, is on the
run. When his path crosses Deryn,
a common girl disguised as a boy
in the British Air Service, their lives
are changed forever as they

embark on a fantastical adventure on the airship
Leviathan. Ages 14+. ((997788--11441166997711773333))
Simon & Schuster (HC) $19.99
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Tales of the Madman
Underground: 
An Historical Romance 1973
John Barnes

Karl wants senior year is to be
different. For years, he’s been in “the
Madman Underground”—a group of

kids forced to attend group therapy during school. But
now he is going to be Normal. But can he be with five
after-school jobs, one unhinged mother, and a huge
attitude? Gritty and epic. Ages 14+. ((997788--00667700006600881188))
� ALA, SLJ
Penguin (HC) $18.99

The Amanda Project:
invisible i
Stella Lennon

When Amada arrived, she told all
three girls that they’d be the only
person to help her navigate her
new school. Why did she lie? Now
that she’s disappeared, Callie, Nia, and Hal piece
together some cryptic clues. But before they can find
the truth, they’ll need to solve the biggest mystery:
Who is Amanda? Ages 12+. ((997788--00006611774422112255))
HarperCollins (HC) $16.99

The Anatomy of Wings
Karen Foxlee

Jennifer lives in a small mining
town full of secrets. Trying to make
sense of the sudden death of her
teenage sister, she recounts the
final months of her life, and sifts
through the lies and the truth. 
What she finds are mysteries,
miracles, and more questions. 

Like why couldn’t anyone save her? Beautifully written.
Ages 14+. ((997788--00337755885566443333))� ALA, Horn
Random House (HC) $16.99

HERE COMES THE APOCOLYPSE

The Carbon 
Diaries 2015
Saci Lloyd

It’s 2015, and global warming has
begun to ravage the environment.
Laura tries to stay grounded in a
world where disaster has become the
norm. The UK has mandated carbon
rationing. Each person is allotted a
tiny number of carbon points to be used each month
creating increasingly dire conditions. Ages 14+.((997788--00882233442211990099))� ALA, SLJ, Horn
Holiday House (HC) $17.95

The Compound
S. D. Bodeen

Eli and his family have lived in the
Compound—a state-of-the-art
bomb shelter built by his
billionaire father—for six
years. He believes the
world they knew is gone.
His father swears he built

the Compound to keep them safe, but
now Eli has some doubts. He’d like to
get out—if he can. Thrilling and scary.
Ages 14+. ((997788--00331122337700115522))� PW
Feiwel & Friends (HC) $16.95

Brilliance Audio (CD) $26.95

North of Beautiful
Justina Chen Headley

It’s hard not to notice Terra. She’s tall,
blond, and has a great body. But with
one turn of her cheek, all people
notice is her flawed face. She’s deter-

mined to leave her stifling small town, but when she
meets quirky Jacob, he challenges her assumptions
about herself. A powerful novel about the meaning of
true beauty. Ages 14+. ((997788--00331166002255005588)) � PW, ALA
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
(HC) $16.99

Paper Towns
John Green

When Margo beckons Quentin in
the middle of the night—dressed
like a ninja and plotting an
ingenious campaign of revenge—
he follows her. When day breaks
she has vanished. Always an
enigma, Margo has now become a
mystery. But there are clues. And they’re for Q. 
Ages 14+. ((997788--00114422441144993344)) � ALA, SLJ
Penguin (PA) $9.99

Brilliance Audio (CD) $29.99

Radient Darkness
Emily Whitman

Mythology meets E! Television 
in this thoroughly modern 
re-telling. Persephone lives in
the most gorgeous place in the
world, but her mother’s as
overprotective as she is powerful,
and paradise has become a trap.

When a mysterious and compelling stranger promises
more, Persephone makes a fateful choice. Ages 14+.((997788--00006611772244449977))
Greenwillow (HC) $16.99

Ruined: 
A Ghost Story
Paula Morris

Rebecca couldn’t feel more
out of place in New Orleans.
She’s staying in a creepy old
house with her aunt, and at
the snooty prep school, the
girls treat Rebecca like she’s
invisible. Then one night, she
makes a friend. There’s just one catch: sweet 
mysterious Lisette is a ghost—and she has a score 
to settle. Ages 14+. ((997788--00554455004422115544))� PW
Scholastic (HC) $16.99

Shiver
Maggie Stiefvater

For years, Grace has 
watched the mesmerizing
yellow-eyed wolf in the
woods. Meanwhile, Sam 
has lived two lives: in winter,
the protection of the pack; 
in summer, a few precious
months of being human.
Now, they meet and as winter

nears, Sam must fight to stay human—or risk losing 
it all forever. Ages 14+. ((997788--00554455112233226666))� PW
Scholastic (HC) $17.99
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Libyrinth
Pearl North

Haly is a Libyrarian. She protects
the Ancient knowledge stored in 
the maze of books known as the
Libyrinth. When she is taken
prisoner by the Eradicants, who

believe the written word to be evil, it will take the
words of  a young girl hiding in an attic—written
hundreds of years before—to the end the deadly
conflict. Ages 14+. ((997788--00776655332200996644))
Tor (HC) $17.99

Lockdown: Escape
from the Furnace
Alexander Gordon Smith

Furnace Penitentiary: the world’s
most secure prison for young
offenders, buried a mile under-
ground. Convicted of a murder he
didn’t commit, Alex knows he has two choices: find 
a way out, or die behind bars. Alex plans an escape,
and he must risk everything to expose the inhuman
nightmare of the prison. Ages 14+. ((997788--00337744332244991199))
Farrar, Straus & Giroux (HC) $14.99

Brilliance Audio (CD) $24.99

Marcelo in the 
Real World
Francisco X. Stork

With his autism-like impairment,
Marcelo has always been
protected. But this summer, 
his father demands that Marcelo
work at his law firm to experience

"the real world." There Marcelo uncovers a secret 
that truly connects him with the real world: its
suffering, its injustice, and what he can do to fight.
Highly recommended. Ages 12+. ((997788--00554455005544774444))
� PW, ALA, Horn, SLJ
Scholastic (HC) $17.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $40.00

Meridian
Amber Kizer

Death has followed Meridian for as
long as she can remember. After
witnessing car crash on her 16th
birthday, she finally learns that she
is a Fenestra—the half-angel, half-
human link between the living and
the dead. But she faces great danger
from chaotic dark forces that capture vulnerable souls
on the brink of death. Ages 14+. ((997788--00338855773366668888))
Random House (HC) $16.99

Muchacho
LouAnne Johnson

Eddie Corazon is angry. He’s also
very smart. He blows off school,
even though he’s a secret reader.
He hangs with his cousins who
will back him up—when they
aren’t in jail. Then along comes
Lupe. She sees something in

Eddie he doesn’t even see in himself: a poet. But in
his world, it’s a thin line between tragedy and glory.
Ages 14+. ((997788--00337755886611117788))
Random House (HC) $15.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $28.00
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The Demon King
Cinda Williams Chima

A rich fantasy where magic is a
powerful presence. Times are hard,
and reformed thief Han will do
almost anything to support his
family, but he always finds trouble.
Meanwhile Raisa, the princess heir,

aspires to be like the legendary warrior queen who
killed the Demon King and saved the world. Ages 14+.((997788--11442233111188223377))
Hyperion (HC) $17.99

The Demon’s Lexicon
Sarah Rees Brennan

Nick and his brother have spent
their lives on the run from magic.
Their father was murdered, and their
mother was driven mad by
magicians and demons. Now they are hunting the
family for a charm that Nick’s mother stole—a charm
that keeps her alive—and they want it badly enough to
kill again. Ages 14+. ((997788--11441166996633779900))� SLJ
Margaret K. McElderry (HC) $17.99

The Everafter
Amy Huntley

Although Madison doesn’t know 
where she is, she knows she’s dead
and all around are the things she 
lost while she was alive. Soon she
discovers that with these artifacts, she
can re-experience moments from her

life. A haunting and hopeful novel about the beauty of
small moments and the strength of love beyond death.
Ages 12+. ((997788--00006611777766779933))
HarperCollins (HC) $16.99

Brilliance Audio (CD) $24.99

The Forest of 
Hands and Teeth
Carrie Ryan

In Mary’s world there are simple
truths. The Sisterhood always
knows best. The Guardians will
protect and serve. The Unconse-
crated will never relent. And you
must always mind the fence. But
Mary’s truths are failing her. When the fence is
breached, she must choose between her village and 
her future. Spine-tingling. Ages 14+. ((997788--00338855773366881177))
� PW, SLJ
Random House (HC) $16.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $40.00

The Maze Runner
James Dashner

When Thomas wakes up in the
Glade, all he can remember is his
name. He’s surrounded by kids like
him—all they know is that every
morning the doors to the maze
open, the runners go out hoping to
find an escape, and return every

night before they close. Why are they there? Can
Thomas break the pattern and save them all? Ages
12+. ((997788--00338855773377994444))
Random House (HC) $16.99

Listening Library Audio (CD) $44.00

The Monstrumologist
Rick Yancey

Will is the orphaned assistant to 
Dr. Pellinore Warthrop, a man 
with a most unusual specialty:
Monstrumology. Will has met 
many a mysterious visitor, and seen

plenty he’d rather forget. But when a grave robber comes
calling in the middle of the night with a gruesome find,
he brings with him their most deadly case yet.
Deliciously gothic! Ages 14+. ((997788--11441166998844448811))
Simon & Schuster (HC) $17.99

The Reformed
Vampire Support
Group
Catherine Jinks
Think vampires are romantic, 
sexy, and powerful? Think again.
Vampires are dead and have some
serious handicaps. And unless
they want to end up staked, they have to admit their
addiction, join a support group, and reform themselves.
But when one of them turns up truly dead it’s up to
them to find the killer. Great satire. Ages 12+.((997788--00115522006666009933))� PW, Horn
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $17.00

The Summer 
I Turned Pretty
Jenny Han

Belly measures her life in summers.
Winters are simply a time to count
the weeks until the next one, a
place away from the beach house
and her friends including Jeremiah

and Conrad. Belly has known them forever. But one
summer, everything changes, and Belly will never feel
the same again. Ages 14+. ((997788--11441166996688223388))� PW, SLJ
Simon & Schuster (HC) $16.99

The Treasure 
Map of Boys: 
Noel, Jackson, Finn, Hutch—
and me, Ruby Oliver
E. Lockhart 

Ruby is back at school, and it’s 
her 37th week in the state of
Noboyfriend. Her panic attacks 
are bad, her love life is even worse,
and all of her friends that ARE boys aren’t helping the
situation with their notes, frogs, and brownies. Rumors
are flying, and Ruby’s already-sucky reputation is
heading downhill. Funny and endearing. Ages 12+.((997788--00338855773344226644))
Random House (HC) $15.99

The Vast Fields 
of Ordinary
Nick Burd

Dade has a crappy job, a “boyfriend”
who won’t acknowledge his
existence, and parents about to split.
College is his shining beacon of
possibility at the end of summer, a

horizon to keep him from floating away. When he meets
Alex, it seems like salvation, but tragedy strikes and it
will take every ounce of his strength to move forward.
Ages 12+. ((997788--00880033773333440044))� SLJ
Penguin (HC) $16.99

The Young Inferno
John Agard

A sharp and thoroughly modern
take on Dante. Can our hoodie-
clad hero make it through the nine
circles of Hell? Will he find love
with his soul mate, Beatrice?

Discover the city of Dis, where insults fly; Frankenstein,
the lovesick bouncer with the bling; and the Furies, a
gang of T-shirt-wearing, snake-haired divas. Ages 12+.((997788--11884455007777669933))� SLJ
Frances Lincoln (HC) $19.95

Tricks
Ellen Hopkins

Five teenagers from different parts of
the country. Five moving threads that
interweave to tell a larger, powerful
story—a story about making choices,
taking leaps of faith, falling down,
and growing up. A story about kids
figuring out what sex and love are all
about, at all costs, while asking themselves, "Can I ever
feel okay about myself?" Ages 14+. ((997788--11441166995500007733))
Margaret K. McElderry (HC) $18.99

When the 
Whistle Blows
Fran Canon Slayton

It’s the 1940’s, and Jimmy 
does all the things boys do in a
small town: plays a mean game 
of football, pulls Halloween 
pranks, and hunts on the first day 

of the season. He also knows his father belongs to 
a mysterious secret society. But it is a midnight
encounter with a train that shows Jimmy the man his
father really is. Ages 12+. ((997788--00339999225511889944))� SLJ
Penguin (HC) $16.99

Wintergirls
Laurie Halse Anderson

Lia and Cassie are best friends,
wintergirls frozen in matchstick
bodies, competitors in a deadly
contest to see who can be the
skinniest. But what comes after
size zero and size double-zero?
When Cassie succumbs to the
demons within, Lia feels she is being haunted by 
her friend’s restless spirit. Powerful. Ages 14+. ((997788--00667700001111110000))� PW, Horn, SLJ
Penguin (HC) $17.99

Brilliance Audio (CD) $29.99

Wondrous Strange
Lesley Livingston

Kelley always thought faeries
were just something from
childhood. Then she meets
Sonny, a changeling—and 
soon he’s turned her heart
inside out and her life upside
down. Central Park isn’t just a
park—it’s a gateway between

her ordinary city and the Otherworld. Now Kelley faces 
a destiny both wondrous and strange. Ages 14+.((997788--00006611557755339966))� Horn
HarperCollins (PA) $8.99
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WINNER
A Visitor for Bear
by Bonny Becker, illustrated 
by Kady MacDonald Denton

Bear is quite sure he doesn’t like visitors. 
So when a mouse taps on his door, Bear 
tells him to leave. But when Bear goes to the
cupboard to get a bowl, there is the mouse.

That mouse is here to stay. Ages 4-8.((997788--00776633662288007799))
Candlewick (HC) $16.99 

HONOR BOOKS
Louise, The Adventures 
of a Chicken
by Kate DiCamillo, illustrated by Harry Bliss

She longed for adventure. So she ventured out into
the wide world. The pleasures and perils she met
proved plentiful. But she was brave. She was
fearless. She was feathered. She was a chicken.
Ages 4-8. (997788--00006600775555554466))
HarperCollins (HC) $17.99

One  by Kathryn Otoshi 
BLUE is a quiet color, and RED’s a bully. The
other colors don’t like it, but what can they do?
When no one speaks up, ONE comes along
and shows them how to stand up and count.
Ages 4-8. ((997788--00997722339944664422))
KO Kids Books (HC) $16.99

Too Many Toys  by David Shannon 
Spencer has too many toys! His father trips over them,
his mother falls over them, and the house is overflowing
with junk. Some have to go. It’s hard! In the end there is
one he just can’t part with. Ages 4-8. ((997788--00443399449900229900))
Scholastic (HC) $16.99

BOOKS FOR OLDER READERS

WINNER
Masterpiece
by Elise Broach, illustrated by Kelly Murphy

Marvin is a beetle who lives in James’ NY
apartment. After James gets a pen-and-ink set,
Marvin surprises him by creating an elaborate
miniature drawing. This sets off an art caper that’s
a true classic! Ages 8-12. ((997788--00880055008822770088))
Henry Holt (HC) $16.99 

HONOR BOOKS

The Magic Thief  by Sarah Prineas 
Conn should have dropped dead when he tried to steal 
the wizard’s magic stone. Instead, Nevery makes Conn his
apprentice; something is stealing the city’s magic, and
Conn must figure out why. Ages 9-12. ((997788--00006611337755887733))
HarperCollins (HC) $16.99 

The Willoughbys  by Lois Lowry 
A hilariously gothic parody. Tim, the twins, 
(Barnaby A and Barnaby B), and their sister, Jane,
would love a happy ending, but it’s not until they
discover an abandoned baby on their step that 
they get their wish. Ages 6-10. ((997788--00661188997799774455))
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $16.00

Zorgamazoo
by Robert Paul Weston, 
illustrated by Victor Rivas

“Are You a Believer in
Fanciful Things? In 
Pirates and Dragons 
and Creatures and Kings?
Then sit yourself down 
in a comfortable seat, with
maybe some cocoa and

something to eat…” for this rhyming romp!
Ages 9-11. ((997788--11559955114411999966))
Penguin (HC) $15.99

PICTURE BOOKS 

2009 E.B. White
Read Aloud AwardsCALDECOTT MEDAL

The House in the Night
Susan Marie Swanson,
illustrated by Beth Krommes

A wondrous progressive journey 
down through the pages of a book 
and up to the stars. Full of beautiful

and comforting imagery that’s just perfect for dreamy
sleepyheads. “This bedtime gem shines its light
clearly on things that matter—a home filled with
books, art, music and ever-present love.” Ages 4-8.((997788--00661188886622444433)) b Caldecott Medal
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $17.00

A Couple of 
Boys Have the 
Best Week Ever
Marla Frazee 

When James and Eamon go to
Nature Camp and stay at Eamon’s
grandparents’ house, it turns out
that their free time spent staying

inside, eating waffles, and playing video games is way
more interesting than nature. A hilarious celebration 
of boys, friendships, and the power of the imagination.
Ages 4-8. ((997788--00115522006600220066)) b Caldecott Honor
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HC) $16.00

A River of Words:
The Story of William
Carlos Williams
Jen Bryant, illustrated 
by Melissa Sweet

One of our favorite picture book
biographies in many years, and a
fitting tribute to an amazing poet.
The spare and evocative writing combined with the
beautiful mixed media illustrations are perfect for
inspiring a whole new generation of young readers.
Ages 9-12. ((997788--00880022885533002288)) b Caldecott Honor
Eerdmans (HC) $17.00

NYT BEST ILLUSTRATED

The Black 
Book of Colors
Menena Cottin,
illustrated by 
Rosana Faría

In this extraordinary book, readers are 
invited to imagine living without sight through
innovative black-on-black illustrations and vivid
descriptions of colors based on the senses. A full
Braille alphabet offers sighted readers help reading
along with their fingers. Profound and imaginative!
Ages 5+. ((997788--00888888999988773366)) b NYT Best Illustrated
Groundwood (HC) $17.95

Wabi Sabi
Mark Reibstein, 
illustrated by Ed Young

A wonderful story about a little
cat who journeys to find the
meaning of her own name.
Written in haiku, this book

embodies the idea she is named for: that beauty can
be found in the most unexpected places! Ages 3-6.((997788--00331166111188225555)) b NYT Best Illustrated
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
(HC) $16.99

NEWBERY MEDAL

The Graveyard Book
Neil Gaiman, illustrated 
by Dave McKean

Nobody Owens is a normal boy.
Well, except for the fact that he
lives in a graveyard, is raised by
ghosts, and has a solitary guardian
neither living nor dead. But the
graveyard protects him from the darkest danger, and 
it waits in the land of the living…. Ages 9-12. ((997788--00006600553300992211)) b Newbery Medal
HarperCollins (HC) $17.99

Savvy
Ingrid Law

When they turn 13, everyone 
in Mibbs’ family gets a
“savvy.” She wonders what 
her mysterious power will be.
When her father is in a crash,
Mibbs thinks her savvy will surely save him, so she
embarks on an adventure that will change them all.
Ages 9-12. ((997788--00880033773333006600)) b Newbery Honor
Penguin (HC) $16.99

NATIONAL BOOK AWARD

What I Saw 
and How I Lied
Judy Blundell 

When Evie’s father came home from
WWII everything seemed normal, but
he brought more back with him than
just good war stories. When Evie
falls for a handsome army buddy 
from Joe’s company, a tragedy occurs and she
must decide where her loyalties lie. Ages 14+. ((997788--00443399990033446622)) b National Book Award Winner
Scholastic (HC) $16.99

The Disreputable
History of Frankie
Landau-Banks
E. Lockhart 

Frankie Landau-Banks, age 14: A
mildly geeky girl attending boarding
school. Age 15: No longer takes “no”
for an answer, especially when “no”

means exclusion from her boyfriend’s all-male secret
society. Age 16: Possibly a criminal mastermind.
This is the story of how she got that way. Ages 14+.((997788--00778866883388118899)) b National Book Award Nominee
Hyperion (HC) $16.99

Brilliance Audio (CD) $29.95

The Spectacular Now
Tim Tharp 

Sutter Keely is determined to live in
the moment. Sure, he’s no academic
star, but he’s the life of the party—
every party. Until the morning he
finds he has the power to make a

difference in someone else’s life—or ruin it forever.
Smart, and sobering. Ages 14+. ((997788--00337755885511779977))
b National Book Award Nominee
Random House (HC) $16.99

Brilliance Audio (CD) $29.99
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